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We Are Evolving

Look out for our new brand at the following locations:

For more information visit us in branch or contact us at info@sigroofing.co.uk www.sigroofing.co.uk
SIG Roofing, Harding Way, St Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE27 3YJ Tel: 01480 466777 Fax: 01480 300269

MAKE IT HAPPEN

At SIG we're making it even easier for you to trade

with us. We’re combining all our roofing businesses

under one name, SIG Roofing. 

In all other ways it's definitely business as usual and

you can be confident you’ll continue to work with

the same professional team – committed as ever to

supporting you and giving exceptional service.

� Expert Advice 
In branch and direct to you on-site

� Incredible Choice
A huge range of specialist products
from leading manufacturers

� Excellent Logistics
Over 200 dedicated vehicles
delivering nationwide daily

� Over 130 branches nationwide 
With key products always in stock

PITCHED ROOFING | FLAT ROOFING | INDUSTRIAL ROOFING

The times they
are a changin’

Direct
Roofing

Supplies

Ryan Roofing Supplies
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Rich List

Roofing Racers on Course to
Smash Charity Target

At this year’s Virgin Active London Triathlon all eyes were

on our much-loved team of Roofing Racers who brought

immense pride to the roofing, roofline and window industries

as they look set to smash this year’s charity target of £50,000.

With sponsorship pledges so far totalling in excess of

£35,000, thanks to the supreme efforts of everyone involved,

both Macmillan Cancer Support and Great Ormond Street

Hospital charities will be able to make a difference to many

peoples’ lives.

Made up of 36 teams of three that shared the three sporting

disciplines that make up this gruelling Triathlon, along with

53 individuals who tackled the whole course as individuals,

the brave-hearted Roofing Racers tackled a 750 metre swim

in the River Thames, a cycle race of 20 kilometres, together

with a 5 kilometre sprint. 

Whilst every athlete that took part was a winner, special

credit goes to: Bernie Fyans who became Roofing Racers’

Fastest Individual Man - achieving an impressive time of

01:15:55 - whilst the fastest individual woman was Chiara

Mancuso with 01:29:49. Meanwhile, Thomas Horton, David

Gitsham and Matthew Horton represented the fastest

Roofing Racers’ team with an extraordinary time of 1:21:19

After the event all concerned celebrated the day’s

achievements at the Tower Hotel, London where they

enjoyed a fun “spoofs” awards ceremony.

Manager Director at SIG UK Exteriors, Philip Johns,

comments: “Each and everyone can hold their heads high as

they savour their own personal triumphs and those of the

Roofing Racers team.” 

“It is especially gratifying to know that Great Ormond Street

and Macmillan Cancer Support charities will continue to

benefit enormously as a result of all our efforts. Indeed, over

the last 8 years, Roofing Racers has raised over £300,000 for

these two worthwhile causes,” Philip concludes.

Marketing Manager at Roofing Racers, Stuart Base adds:

“For those of you who still haven’t supported Roofing Racers,

it’s not too late. All donations are welcome, simply visit

http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/RoofingRacers

If you wish to donate by cheque, please post to: 

Roofing Racers for Charity,

Harding Way, St Ives,

Cambridgeshire, 

PE27 3YJ.”

FLAG Paints Celebrates 75 Years of Business
Success

FLAG Paints Ltd, the manufacturer of special purpose coatings in Decorative, Marine

and Protective markets, is celebrating 75 years in business. From humble beginnings

founded by Charles W. Wastnage at Leyton in the East End of London in 1939, FLAG

has grown into a successful national and international trading company. It attributes

its success to offering a wide range of high quality special purpose coatings with great

customer service at its heart.

Over the last 75 years, FLAG has grown to now export to over 20 countries and to

distributors in various markets. Martin Noon, Sales Director, commented: "Our growth

and stability over the last 75 years is testament to our focus on providing a second-to-

none customer service, which is thanks to the dedication and hard work of our

employees. Commitment to product innovation has also been a key driver for the

success of the company"

Proud to be based in the UK, FLAG has traded for many years, quite often behind the

scenes. Tony Grover, Managing Director, said "I'm sure the majority of people have

used a product manufactured by FLAG at some point, without

even knowing it was made by us. However, the FLAG brand is

becoming more prominent every year, so here's looking forward

to the next 75 years!"

To celebrate their anniversary FLAG conducted a competition.

Pictured is Yvonne Rhodes from Redditch, who was the lucky

winner of £750.

Klober Triathlon Duo Support Roofing Racers
Klober once again supported the Roofing

Racers’ by having two participants in this

year’s Virgin Active London Triathlon. 

Technical Manager Graham Copson and

Sales Manager Tim Piatt took part in the

event which raised money for several

charities. 

Despite high temperatures throughout the

day Graham was just 30 seconds outside

his personal best, throwing down the

gauntlet to MD David Arendell who

expects to be available for a 2015 challenge.

Pictured: FLAG Paints base in Essex today and (inset) delivery van in 1976.

The Record Rise in Sub-
Contractor Rates and Fall in
Availability

The latest August data showed a continuing upturn

in construction workloads with widespread

confidence in outlook resulting in a rapid upturn in

job numbers and a survey-record decline in sub-

contractor availability - as well as the steepest rise in

rates charged by sub-contractors since April 1997 -

according to the latest Markit/CIPs survey report.

Construction firms hired staff at a strong rate in

August, with sub-contractor usage up sharply to the

fastest rate since the survey began in April 1997. This

in turn contributed to a drop in sub-contractor

availability and a much steeper increase in rates

charged by sub-contractors.

There were also signs of greater strains on supplier

capacity in August. Delivery times from vendors

lengthened to the greatest degree since the survey

began over 17 years ago. Construction firms widely

commented that low stocks and capacity pressures

had resulted in worsening supplier performance. 

A steep increase in construction output reflected

strong contributions from all three areas of

construction in August: Residential construction

posted the fastest rise in activity. Civil engineering

activity increased at the strongest pace since March,

while growth of commercial construction held close

to its fastest since the summer of 2007. 

The strong gains in incoming new work during

August, extendede the length of continuous new

business growth to 16 months now. Construction

firms remain highly upbeat about the prospects for

output growth over the year ahead, with more than

half (59%) expecting a rise in business activity and

only 7% forecasting a decline. 

Meanwhile, latest data indicated a sharp and

accelerated increase in average cost burdens across

construction allowing suppliers to re-establish

margins in recent months. 

Tim Moore, Senior Economist at Markit said: “UK

construction firms saw one of the sharpest rises in

output for seven years in August, driven by surging

homebuilding, infrastructure spending and renewed

confidence within the commercial development

sector. 

“A broad-based upturn in construction demand has

created a boom in job creation this summer, as

construction companies look to replace capacity lost

in the aftermath of the recession. 

“However, acute skill shortages meant that sub-

contractor charges rose at the fastest pace since 1997.

Meanwhile, sub-contractor availability fell, which

could act to further ignite pay pressures in the short

term.”

Recording profits that put the rest of the industry to shame, 38 Roofing Products &

Supplies have been named as the industry’s most profitable companies in a new report

from market research company Plimsoll Publishing.

The full report has conducted a detailed analysis into the profitability of the UK’s largest

348 Roofing Products & Supplies companies and discovered these 38 firms are making

remarkable profits. 

l 5 companies make over £5 million profit in their latest accounts

l These 5 deliver at least a 4.7% pre-tax profit margin 

The full Plimsoll Analysis also puts this excellent performance in to context showing that:

l The average company makes only £24,000 pre-tax profit

l Has an average pre-tax margin of 1.1%

David Pattison, Plimsoll’s Senior Analyst, said: “These companies shatter the glass ceiling

on a company’s profits. They prove that truly world class profits can be delivered. These

firms should act as role models for all other companies.”

“However there are still 110 companies who are making a loss. Returning to profit is

critical for these companies and will significantly improve their financial health. The 2014

Plimsoll Analysis lets you make an informed judgment on all of the companies within the

Roofing Products and Supplies market.”

Putting profit to good use

Subsequently, Pattison believes that putting this profit to good use can be tough for a

business. 

He added: “There are many different ways to put this profit to good use. Just letting it sit

in the bank, although comforting, is not going to have a huge benefit on the business. Do

you make an acquisition, make a large capital investment, or return in to the shareholders

through dividends?  These are not easy decisions for these companies with improving cash

to make. I look forward to seeing what they do in the coming months.”

Indeed, acquisitions are just one of the options that may appeal to many profitable

businesses. Pattison added: “When companies go on the hunt for acquisitions they have

classic criteria in their thinking. An acquisition would be a company failing financially, an

aging set of directors, a low value compared to their competitors, yet, has the potential to

make good profits under new ownership. The full study has taken all these classic

ingredients and more to produce a combined overall attractiveness score for each of the

companies analysing.  

Pattison continued: “It is a long standing debate, when considering an acquisition, do you

buy cheap or high value? In reality, most people’s idea of an acquisition is to wait until the

business has declined so far meaning the only option is for a new owner to come in and

save the business – essentially spending peanuts.”

Copies of the report are available by calling Plimsoll Publishing Ltd on 01642 626 419 or

emailing c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk

http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/RoofingRacers
mailto:c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk
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Kalzip, the standing seam roofing system company, has announced a new contract signed with Basil Read

to design and supply a Kalzip roof for St Helena’s airport. 

The company, which is part of Tata Steel, will begin work in November 2014, on the remote island in the

South Atlantic Ocean, designated British Overseas Territory.

Saint Helena is one of the most remote populated places on earth and is more than 1,200 miles from the

nearest major landmass. It can currently only be reached by ship from Cape Town, a journey that takes five

days. The airport is scheduled to open in February 2016, which is when the ship currently serving the island

is to be retired.

Kalzip Sign Up For the Most Remote New Roof on Earth

LSA Launches New
Leadworker Register
The Lead Sheet Association has been asked to

recommend good quality, appropriately trained

leadworkers by employers and clients for many

years. They have also been developing and running

successful training and qualification initiatives. 

Now, due to increasing demand it has created a

new Register of Leadworkers.

The Register has a dual benefit: leadworkers will be

able to demonstrate their level of skills and

qualifications, and construction employers and the

general public will be able to make sure the person

they are selecting has the right level of competence

for the job.

The Register has four levels of

competence depending on the

skills and qualifications

gained. There will also be a

number of benefits to

Leadworkers on the

Register including a 20%

discount on LSA training

courses and publications.

To find out more about the

Register, subscription details,

levels of competence required and

the wider benefits visit

www.leadsheet.co.uk/register.

UK’s First Eco-Roof
Apprenticeship Launched 

Four Year Stretch Ends for Martin Brooks

Concluding a four year chapter of work at Lincoln Castle, Sheffield-based

Martin-Brooks is transforming the castle’s prison block into a state of the

art visitor centre, dedicated to Magna Carta. 

Martin-Brooks’ craftsmen are installing a sand cast lead roof on a brand

new subterranean building that is being opened to mark the 800th

anniversary of Magna Carta. Situated in

the prison exercise yard, the climate

controlled structure will be used to house

Lincoln’s original copy of the ancient

charter. 

Working with main contractor, Woodhead

Heritage, Martin-Brooks is also repairing

roof lights and replacing lead guttering on

Lincoln Castle’s grade II listed Victorian

and Georgian prison blocks and re-roofing

the north and south entrance lodges using

salvaged Welsh slate. The work is due to

be completed by the end of August. 

Dale Wright, Martin-Brooks’ contracts

director, said: “Retaining the quality of

Lincoln Castle’s historic buildings has

demanded the highest standards of craftsmanship. Through all stages of

work, we have restored and replaced roofing materials sympathetically to

add another dimension to the castle’s rich architectural tapestry and we

look forward to seeing the innovative Magna Carta building open to the

public.”

As part of the £22 million Lincoln Castle Revealed project, Martin-Brooks

has also worked on the grade I listed Cobb Hall, the old bath house and

the new Heritage Skills Centre. 

The UK’s first Eco-Roof apprenticeship scheme

has been launched by Brighouse-based energy

efficiency specialist, Ploughcroft,

The firm designed the scheme to provide

apprentices with the skills and knowledge

required in the fast-growing energy efficiency

industry. 

As part of a two-year apprenticeship, the course

will offer a mix of on-the-job training and

classroom-based learning with Leeds College of

Building. 

Chris Hopkins, Managing Director at Ploughcroft,

comments: “There was no existing

apprenticeship scheme in place that covered the

type of specialist work we carry out, so we’ve

created our own. It is a national first and will offer

students a unique opportunity.

Women in Roofing Management (WiRM) is a project to help women in

management and administrative posts within roofing companies to

achieve their professional potential. It has been developed by Roofing

Training Officers and will be delivered through the Roofing Industry

Alliance and funded through CITB. 

WiRM is launching in September 2014, offering an opportunity to learn

more about the UK roofing industry, support organisations,

terminology, social media, and to hear about training opportunities

delivered through the project.

Training will be arranged around the requirements of group members

and favourite courses so far include:  Human Resources,  Completing

PQQs & Tender Documents,  Training & Funding, Management

Skills, Heritage Roofing.   Mentoring will be offered throughout the

programme.

The launch events are

Launch Event 1 – Tuesday 16th September CwmBran (near

Newport), Wales

Launch Event 2 – Wednesday 17th September Ashby de la Zouch,

Midlands

Launch Event 3 – Thursday 18th September Harrogate, Yorkshire

Launch Event 4 – Thursday 25th September, Haydock,

Merseyside

The launch events will be free of charge to CITB in-scope companies

and subsequent training events

will incur a small charge of around

£25 per day. To find out more and

to join the project, visit the WiRM

website www.wirm.org.uk. 

Left to right: Helen Wilson, Lesley Hughes, Denise Cherry, Livia Williams 

WiRM Launch Events

Following the publication of TG20:13

Good Practice Guidance for Tube and

Fitting Scaffolding earlier this year,

the National Access and Scaffolding

Confederation (NASC) has reviewed

its Safety and Technical Guidance.

Six important and updated Safety

Guidance (SG) notes have been

published:

l SG3:14 – Earthing of Scaffolding

Structures

l SG7:14 – Risk Assessments &

Method Statements (RAMS) 

l SG10:14 – Use of Brickguards

l SG16:14 – Management of Fall

Protection Equipment

l SG18:14 – Welfare Facilities for

the Scaffolding Contractor

l SG25:14 – Access and Egress

from Scaffolds, via Ladders and

Stair Towers etc

SG7:14 – RAMS is particularly

importance, as it reflects the legal

requirement for risk assessments to

be combined with method

statements. This guidance includes a

template for method statements to

assist scaffolding contractors when

preparing job specific method

statements.

The confederation has also issued

two updated Technical Guidance

(TG) notes as follows:

l TG10:14 – Flame Retardant

Treatments for Timber Scaffold

Boards and Battens

l TG16:14 – Anchoring to the

Ground

NASC Managing Director, Robin

James said: “These updated Safety

and Technical Guidance notes will

be used to help raise standards and

levels of safety in the scaffolding and

access industry – the core aim of the

NASC.”

NASC Updates
Safety and
Technical Guidance

Simon Ayers has joined TrustMark,

the Government-endorsed quality

mark for tradesmen, as its new

Chief Executive.

Simon, who takes over from Alan

Slaney, joins TrustMark from Capita

Business Systems where he was project director in

building services and headed two operational

businesses. He has also had roles as customer

services and operations director for the Gas Safe Register. 

Liz Male, Chairwoman of TrustMark, said: “Simon

joins us at what is probably the most pivotal and

exciting stage of TrustMark’s development since it

was created in 2005. 

“The ‘New TrustMark’ was launched this April with

a new unrestricted master licence and upgraded

core criteria. Since then we have been flooded with

new opportunities and expressions of interest from

partners, firms and scheme operators, and we are on

the cusp of launching several new developments.”

New Trustmark Chief Executive Sets Sights on Growth Simon Ayers, added: “TrustMark’s bold

vision is for a future where rogue traders

are effectively eliminated from the RMI

sector because of the widespread

recognition of TrustMark as the quality

mark to look out for. 

“Because of the extent of industry

support and take up, and because the

consumer will always choose to use

TrustMark registered firms, I firmly

believe that we can achieve this vision.”

http://www.leadsheet.co.uk/register
http://www.wirm.org.uk


      Specification

Trust

The ultimate aim is to develop a relationship with your client where you become a

trusted advisor and when thinking about a particular solution to a roofing problem in a

project, they automatically come to you for advice and input. You are their preferred

supplier and your competition is not even in the picture. 

It’s not as hard as you might think. You have something very valuable which you can

give them besides your product which will help you get to that trusted place: your

knowledge and expertise. 

Architects and designers love to learn. In fact, architects have a professional obligation

to do 36 hours of learning every year in the form of CPD. If you make your expertise

available in the form of articles, talks at conferences, webinars, free training and CPD

seminars, you can establish yourself as a thought leader and expert to whom they turn

time and time again. You do need to make sure the information you’re giving here is not

a sales pitch and that the content can be trusted.

Give the people what they want

The second key principle to being specified is to give the designer what they want. I’m

not talking about product performance, but about making it easy for them to find out the

right information about your products and then place you in the project. 

Designers are just like you and me: they are time poor with far too many things to do in

a typical day. If you can give them the information they need in the right format, at the

right time and in the right time, you will be specified. Even if you are one of those

trusted advisors they rely on, if you don’t make it easy for them to specify you, they will

find someone who will. There are three things to consider: product information;

specification; and Building Information Modelling (BIM).

Product Information

In order to select the right product for the right application, designers and architects

need access to your information in the right technical format. This is not just about a

nice glossy brochure. They need your technical information, classification,
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In the competitive world of roofing, getting the designer to

choose your product and specify it by name is the

proverbial pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. The

question is how to achieve this in what is a crowded

market place?

It’s no longer enough to simply have a great product offered

at a price which the client will pay. Our understanding of

the market has led us to the conclusion that there are two

simple principles to successful specification: ‘People buy

from people they know, like and trust’; and ‘Give the people

what they want’.

People buy from people they know, like and trust

This may seem obvious, but it’s an often forgotten fact. It is

important to understand the journey you are trying to take

prospective clients and specifiers on, then think about why

you need to take them on it and the tactics you need to

employ at different stages of the journey. Think of it as a

pyramid with an aim of getting as many people up through

the layers of knowing, liking and trusting you. If you can

get your prospects to the top of that pyramid, you stop

competing for each single piece of business and engender

repeat business, loyalty and advocates who will become

your best sales team. 

Knowing

At this stage in the journey it’s all about awareness of your

brand, your proposition and your values. This is where most

businesses spend their marketing budget: advertising,

exhibitions, PR, brochures, data acquisition direct mail and

email etc. This is an important part of your marketing

strategy as specifiers can’t choose your product if they

don’t know you exist. 

Liking

So your prospect is aware of your business and what you

purport to do for them; to get them to buy from you they

also need to like you. As well as ensuring that your product

does exactly what it says on the tin, you need to make

certain that dealing with you is a great experience. 

Have you considered all the touch points that your prospect

or specifier has with your business? This is not just about

sales, you need to map the entire customer journey from

discovery, to enquiry, to sales visit, technical support,

customer service, installation and post-sales support.

Mapping this out across the business and testing each

touch point will help make sure that your prospects and

customers are having not just a good experience but an

exceptional one. 

performance details, installation information, datasheets, example projects and case

studies. Make this available via your sales team, website, product directories and web

portals.

Specification

Designers need specific information about your product in order to specify it in a project

so they can pass detailed and correct project information onto the construction phase.

Make sure you are providing the right specification information for your products in the

right format. For the last 40 years, the National Building Specification has been the de

facto specification system in the UK and is used by thousands of practices across the

UK. Research shows that 90% of specifiers find a product’s inclusion in NBS useful

when selecting products online (NBS National BIM Report 2014). To make it even

simpler for designers to place your products in their specification you can have your

product information authored by NBS and placed in their specification system. This

makes it as simple as a mouse click for you to be placed in the formal specification for a

project. You are in the right place, at the right time in the right format. As often said by

a certain TV meerkat, ‘simples’.

BIM

You have probably heard about the BIM revolution and wondered what it is all about.

Well, in simple terms, BIM is about a common understanding of a building via the use

of a digital model. 

BIM is a combination of 3D design with associated detailed, structured information. The

3D model is built up using 3D design blocks called BIM objects. Research shows that

awareness of BIM is almost universal amongst construction professionals and over half

are already using it on projects.  77% of specifiers also believe that manufacturers need

to provide more BIM objects(NBS National BIM Report 2014). The UK Government has

mandated BIM on all public projects from 2016, and that date is not far off.

What does that mean for manufacturers of roofing products? It means that if you want

your products specified, you need to provide your products as information-rich BIM

objects which can link to the product specification. Sounds scary? Well it does not have

to be. There is a lot of great information available about BIM for manufacturers such as

‘BIM for the Terrified’, a guide for manufacturers written by

NBS and the Construction Products Association (see below

for a list of free web resources).

There are a few things to bear in mind when getting your

products modelled as objects. 

Ensure you are meeting all the information requirements; your

BIM object is not just about geometry, it’s about a set of rich

data which sits behind this geometry. Link your BIM object

to your product specification. If you can get your product into

the project’s 3D geometry

design and the specification

you reduce the risk of

substitution at a later stage.

Make your objects available

in the right places so they

can be downloaded and used

by designers, such as the

NBS National BIM Library.

After all, what’s the point of

going to all that trouble if

designers can’t find your

objects?

It’s not rocket science!

Specification marketing does not have to be rocket science. If

you follow these simple principles then your products should

find their way into the sort of projects you want to be

involved in, specified at source by the designer rather than

relying on being selected on price by a contractor.

Use relationship marketing to take your specifiers on a

journey from knowing and liking you to trusting you. In

parallel with this, make sure you make it as easy as possible

to get your information selected and placed in the

specification and the 3D design. Get your product information

to the right people, in the right format, in the right place at

the right time. 

Useful web resources

The National BIM library: http://www.riba-
insight.com/products/nationalBIMlibrary.asp

BIM for the Terrified: http://www.riba-insight.com/bim-for-
the-terrified/default.asp

BIM explained:
http://www.thenbs.com/topics/BIM/index.asp

Clare Watson is the Director of Marketing at RIBA Enterprises.
Clare has over 20 years of marketing and business
development experience and worked in a number of
construction related businesses before joining RIBA
Enterprises. RIBA Enterprisest operates a number of
construction information services to manufacturers via its RIBA
Insight business such as NBS specification, NBS National BIM
Library, RIBA Product Selector Directory and RIBA CPD
Providers Network. You can find out more about their services
at www.riba-insight.com; emailing info@riba-insight.com or
calling 0845 2001056

The Two Principles of Successful Product Specification
Clare Watson, Director of Marketing at RIBA Enterprises

http://www.riba-insight.com/products/nationalBIMlibrary.asp
http://www.riba-insight.com/products/nationalBIMlibrary.asp
http://www.riba-insight.com/products/nationalBIMlibrary.asp
http://www.riba-insight.com/bim-for-the-terrified/default.asp
http://www.riba-insight.com/bim-for-the-terrified/default.asp
http://www.riba-insight.com/bim-for-the-terrified/default.asp
http://www.thenbs.com/topics/BIM/index.asp
http://www.riba-insight.com
mailto:info@riba-insight.com
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Safe ladder use is a subject that has built up a range of myths over the years,

with the Ladder Association at one point having to adopt as one of its slogans

the fact that Ladders are not Banned! 

While that myth has generally been dispelled, it was just a symptom of the

confusion that workers can have about when the regulations do say ladders are

a sensible choice.

Following a rigorous review – which involved consultation with the Ladder

Association among other organisations – the HSE established that this

confusion was not because the regulations were not fit for purpose, but rather

because the guidance explaining the regulations was being misinterpreted.

In response to these findings, the HSE earlier this year released two guidance

documents. INDG401 ‘Working at height – A brief guide’ explained the general

rules for work at height, but another document, INDG455, was produced to

explain ladders exclusively.

The Half Hour Rule

The most important fact the guidance starts off with is that ladders “can be a

sensible practical option for low-risk, short-duration tasks”. A good guide to

what types of tasks this actually applies to is the half hour rule – if the task

would require someone to stay up either a leaning ladder or a stepladder for

more than half an hour at a time, different equipment is recommended.

Before thinking about the time, however, risk should be the first thing to

consider when deciding whether to use a ladder. Most importantly, ladders

should only be used if the conditions allow them to be used safely – in a place

that will keep them level and stable and, typically, where they can be secured.

To better understand when a ladder should and should not be used, the

‘Suitable Jobs’ section can also be a useful guide to the different types of jobs

where ladders should and should not be considered.

Secure the ladder

One specific thing for roofers to keep in mind when using ladders is that they

will likely be using tools at the same time. It is recommended that three points

of contact, two feet and a hand, are kept with the ladder wherever possible. It

is acceptable if this cannot be done for a brief period, such as when knocking a

nail in, but longer periods without handholds require other methods of

preventing or reducing the consequences of a fall. These include securing a

leaning ladder, avoiding resting against weak upper surfaces like gutters, or

using a stability device. If none of this is possible, other equipment should be

considered.

Training

Ladder use also requires that the person on the ladder is competent. Roofing

contractors are a group who are likely to be using ladders regularly, so it may

be practical to send them on a one-day training course. The Ladder Association

website lists accredited training centres around the UK.

On the subject of who can use a ladder at work, the guidance says that ladder

users should “have had instruction and understand how to use the equipment

safely”, adding that “appropriate training can help”.

When Should a Roofer use a
Ladder?

Check it out

Before using a ladder at the beginning of the working day it is vital that a pre-use

check is carried out. This involves the person using the ladder checking its stiles,

feet, rungs and any locking mechanisms. If a stepladder is being used, the

platform and steps or treads must also be checked. As well as carrying out this

check at the start of the day, the user should do the same every time something

changes, such as moving the ladder from a dirty area to a clean one or when the

ladder is dropped.

The Ladder Exchange may be useful for roofers who have older or broken ladders,

or who simply want to be sure they are using safe, new ones. It runs from

September until December, and allows people to trade ladders for discounts on

new ones. At http://www.ladderexchange.org.uk/, a list of trade-in partners

around the country is available.

There is no standard specific to roof ladders at this point, something the Ladder

Association is campaigning to change in discussions with BSI. Until then,

roofers’ best place for information is the seven-page guidance document, available

from the Ladder Association website and the HSE. Both sites also contain links to

further information.

The Ladder Association is the trade body responsible for
advancing safety and best practice in the ladder industry, and
oversees the delivery of national training. Formed in 1947, the
Ladder Association welcomes members from every part of the
access industry, promoting the highest standards of ladder
design and manufacture, and advancing best practice in ladder
use. For more information call 0845 260 1048 or email
info@ladderassociation.org.uk
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Suitable Jobs Checklist
5 things Roofers CAN do from a ladder

n Carry out a visual inspection of a roof

n Gain access to a solid flat roof

n Carry out a low risk single task that takes less than 30 

minutes to complete 

n Gain access to a properly secured roof ladder on a sloping 

roof

n Carry up small materials less than 10kg in weight

5 things Roofers CANNOT do from a ladder

n Gain access onto a roof that is fragile of that has unguarded 

fragile areas

n Carry out a high risk task or a single task that takes longer 

than 30 minutes to complete

n Gain access to a sloping roof without the use of a properly 

secured Roof ladder

n Carry up cumbersome materials that weigh more than 10kg 

in weight

n Use a DIY (class 3) ladder

HSE recently issued new working at height guidance, including the safe use of ladders. Here, The Ladder Association clarifies
when and how roofers should be using ladders.

http://www.ladderexchange.org.uk/
mailto:info@ladderassociation.org.uk
www.wernerladder.co.uk
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Many of our mansard and pitched roofs feature dormer windows in one form or another.

Often dormer windows are also added to extensions or loft conversions and provide a lovely

distinctive feature to homes. At other times dormers are an integral part of listed or historic

buildings. They come in many shapes and sizes – wholly projecting from the roof, fully

inset into the roof or even partly projecting and inset. They can be flat, pitched or curved,

wide or narrow.

Curved Top with Wood Cored Roll

Whatever the dormer shape, British Standard rolled lead sheet is commonly used as a

covering to its unique versatility and aesthetic qualities. Lead can cover intricate and

complicated shapes in a way that no other building material can and when used in the

correct manner can provide a long lasting finish that remains as good as the day it was

first fitted.

When using rolled lead sheet for this purpose it is very important to get all of the little

details right from the outset. 

A lot of people don’t realise that in much the same way as a flat or pitched lead roof is

formed, a dormer requires the same build up in its structure. Rolled lead sheet must only

ever be laid on a ventilated substrate, therefore the roof and cheeks of any lead covered

dormer needs to have a ventilated path built into it below the timber that the lead

eventually sits on. On a dormer top this through ventilation must be a minimum of 50mm

and on the sides or cheeks 25mm. Certain details have to be incorporated to make sure the

air can circulate and this normally means introducing a continuous 25mm ventilated strip

at the top and bottom. Rolled Lead Sheet – The Complete Manual shows a variety of ways

in which to achieve this. 

Older existing dormers, especially those found on historic buildings do not follow this

process and many were formed with less than ideal laps and junctions. That being said, a

fair proportion of them still exist today and when the time comes for renewal or repair it is

always best to consider if the way in which the building is used has changed in any way.

This may be a simple upgrading of the insulation within

or an improved heating system, both of which may

impact on the way in which the lead sheet reacts to the

increased vapour drive or flow of warm air from below. If

at all possible and if it is deeed appropriate ventilating

the substrate will ensure a long and trouble free life.

The type of roof that the dormer is situated on will also

have a direct bearing on the weathering details required,

but a lead covered dormer can be used in most if not all

roof types, be that slates, tiles or lead covered roofs

themselves. Once again full details of how to detail this

are contained in The Rolled Lead Sheet Manual. 

The skill of the craftsperson involved is paramount. A

leadworker worth their salt will take great pride in their

work and a dormer in particular gives them the

opportunity to showcase those skills. A dormer window is

usually a prominent feature and therefore the lead work

can be seen for miles around, unlike flat lead roofs which

remain largely hidden from view or the basic lead

flashings that so many take for granted as they walk past

buildings.

The LSA’s technical team are there to help, so if you need

any advice or support regarding dormer windows or any

other detailing using British Standard rolled lead sheet then they are more

than pleased for you to contact them. There is also have a wealth of detailed

information online from LSA’s website, including information on a new pre-

formed lead covered dormer currently under development from the LSA. For

more details visit www.leadsheet.co.uk.

Enquiry 5

Dormer windows showcase but also challenge the skills of even the best craftsperson. Dormers come in all shapes, sizes
and situations. Whether you are adding a new dormer or renovating an existing one, the Lead Sheet Association discusses
the best approach.

A Window on the World

Curved Top with Wood Cored Roll

Simple flat tops

Examples of some original dormers in a mansard roof

http://www.leadsheet.co.uk
www.rainclear.co.uk
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‘Keep on Fighting and Never Give Up, Regardless of the Odds’, was the

philosophy that made John Rogers, founder of JR Flat Roofing,

eventually win through. 

The national roofing business, based in Redruth, Cornwall, celebrates

its 30th anniversary this year and now employs 19 people with

contracts across the UK.  But John Rogers had a rocky start in life, as

Marion, John’s daughter, found out when researching John’s story to

write his biography which was published after his death in 2013.

John’s start in life was not typical of a respected and successful

businessman. Branded a ‘maladjusted child’, John was abandoned by

his mother before the age of one and spent years feeling unwanted as

he was shunted from institution to institution. 

He spent his youth following a path to crime, many times climbing

through windows in order to break and enter, calling himself a ‘modern

day Oliver Twist’. His main pastime as a teenager was safe-blowing,

eventually leading to John working for the notorious Kray Twins.

Although John’s fate seemed sealed from the start, he fought to follow a

different, eventually turning his life around to become a respected

member of the community.

In 1983 John relocated to Cornwall and with a £2k bank loan in 1984 he

set up a flat roofing business, JR Flat Roofing. He set up his office in

the kitchen of his family home in Redruth and operated from a Granada

P100 car that had been converted into a truck. 

Although John came across obstacles along the way, his fighting

attitude meant the one-man operation grew to a national company and

continues to be run by his children today - Nick, Phil and Marion.

In his later years, John built a record of public service, becoming a pillar

of the local community and President of the Redruth Chamber of

Commerce. 

Marion tells about how, although the family knew about their father’s

past, they had no idea to what extent until they ran a CRB check on all

the staff at JR Flat Roofing.

“The application came back five pages long! We all thought it was

pretty funny, especially as there were charges on there that he hadn’t

mentioned to us before. 

“Dad was really embarrassed though, he wasn’t proud of his past. But it

made him what he was and all of us are extremely proud of his

achievements – most importantly the loving husband and doting father

he became.”

Unfortunately, John was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease in 1994. With

Marion’s help, John put his memories into words and began writing his

autobiography, A Fighter All The Way. The book especially highlights how

setting up the business changed his world.

Nick mentions how his father’s fighting attitude never went away,

especially during one incident:

“Dad had done some work for a local business in Cornwall. It was an

insurance job, but although the owner had got his insurance money, he

decided to use it for other things rather than pay JR Flat Roofing for the

work we had done. Dad learnt that he’d got a boat – a £25,000 luxury cabin

cruiser, so he decided to take matters into his own hands. 

“Dad hijacked the boat and sent a letter to the owner saying he’d taken

it in lieu of the money, but had no intention of keeping it. He told him

that if he paid within seven days he could have his boat back. If he did

not, he would sell it.

“Of course, Dad did return it after some interception from the police but

he never saw a penny. He became a bit of a local hero, and we heard

from many small struggling businesses that had come across similar

situations.  

“That’s what Dad was like.  He may have seemed a bit of a rogue and

had some unconventional ways of doing things, but he was so well

respected by everybody and just wanted to see an equal opportunity for

everyone – even the underdog. It only seems like yesterday that my

father and I did the first ever flat roof together”, Nick concludes.

Fighting until his last breath, John passed away from prostate cancer in

September 2013. In his book he says: “I am proud of what I have

achieved in this life, after the world and his wife had seemed to be

against me.”

Now the company is in the process of change: the head office is moving

into a larger, purpose-designed set of offices which will help the

company’s expansion programme.  And the company’s presence in

London has generated nearly 60% of its annual turnover during one of the

worst recessions the UK has seen.  None of this would have been in

place or possible without John’s ideas and vision which he instilled in

his children. 

‘Keep On Fighting and Never Give Up
Regardless of the Odds’

Dear Editor,

Draping Roofing Underlay 

I was surprised, but very interested, to read the article ‘Drape Case

Shakes Up Roofing Industry’ in the last edition of Roofing Today

magazine.

Surprised, because the problems associated with taut underlay have been

around for as long as I can remember (about 55 years) and I imagine that

the problem was dealt with in some detail by a Code of Practice as long

ago as 1953 - but I can't lay my hands on it just now.

Of course, underlay must be laid with a sag, otherwise rainwater leaking

into the roof (and that is why underlay is used!) will get into the timbers

where the battens are nailed to the rafters. It will also find a hole more

easily. Obviously.

Another advantage of the sag is that there might be less potential

damage from roofer's boots.

However, one can sympathise with the contractor trying to lay the

underlay, in even the lightest of winds - and there's usually wind at the

rooftops. How, then, do you hold down the modern underlays without

them taking off like a balloon?

Why is there a problem now when, decades ago, it was easy to lay the

stuff?

The reason of course is due to the switch to modern, lightweight,

breathable underlays. The old bitumen-impregnated slaters' underfelt,

being heavy, was no problem to lay in sags - it even sagged itself over

time. Not too good, though: wrecked by birds, not breathable and brilliant

for a house fire.

Today's problem is exacerbated even further when loose-laid underlays

rattle in the wind. Or is it the taut one that rattles? The householder

probably doesn't give a fig about breathability or nail holes getting wet,

provided he gets a peaceful night's sleep and the underlay doesn't strike

up a howling symphony in the wind.

In Scotland there is another problem, where roofs are routinely boarded

before counter-battening and battening. At least the boarding helps to

control underlay screaming, but it is impossible to inspect the underlay

from below. Small tears, splits and holes just cannot be seen whereas, in

an unboarded roof, there can be so many holes (especially very small

holes) that one sometimes sees what can best be described as ‘the stars

in the sky at night’. Such defects are best remedied before battening!

So, what is the best solution? The heaviest available underlay, laid with

care on a windless day, and great care taken to avoid damage by roofers'

feet. Is that possible?

I would be very interested to hear the views of both manufacturers and

installers since the ideal specification is probably extremely difficult to

achieve practically.

Yours sincerely,

Geoffrey Tyson, MRICS   -   Chartered Buildind Surveyor

The Drape Case: a reader writes

From Safe Blower to Roofing Success

John Rogers, founder of JR Flat Roofing

John first operated from a Granada P100 car that had been converted into a

truck.

The taut underlay which was judged incorrectly installed in a recent court case.

Please send your responses to editor@roofingtoday.co.uk

The company has seen steady expansion, as this picture taken in 2012 shows

mailto:editor@roofingtoday.co.uk
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Right Place, Right Time for Flexim
Roof Putty in UK Housebuilding

A recent review of NHBC claims has highlighted
continuing concerns over the effectiveness of mortar
bonded ridge tiles, with approximately 60% of all
NHBC claims related to pitched roofs and mortar
issues. This accounts for over £10million of NHBC’s
annual claims spend, with the cost to the industry even
higher. NHBC guidance recommended mechanically
fixing ridge tiles as well as that mortar bonded verges
are bedded and pointed immediately. However an
innovative, award-winning alternative from iBuilding
Products Ltd could well be the perfect solution. Flexim
Roof Putty is a ready-to-use, flexible, lightweight,
storm-proof roof putty, designed specifically for use in
the housebuilding market. Its impressive versatility
means it can be used on everything from bonding ridge
caps and hip tiles, to adhering tiles and tile pieces to
valleys and roof windows. With so many applications,
Flexim Roof Putty was recognised at Roofex 2013 as
the ‘Most Innovative Product’. Supplied in ready-to-use
strips, Flexim Roof Putty is easy to install and is
instantly waterproof. It is up to 50% cheaper to install
than conventional mortars. The lightweight strips are
easy to transport onto the roof, and have been tested
and certified by the BBA and meet NHBC standards.
Available in black, red, grey, light brown and dark
brown, for more information visit
www.fleximroofputty.com.

Enquiry 63

Subscribe to get the Roofing Today Bulletin

sent to your email inbox every fortnight.

Just complete the free subscription card

in the magazine or go to

www.roofingtoday.co.uk and click on

‘subscribe’.

Subscriptions to Roofing Today are free of charge. We respect your privacy and will not disclose your details to third parties.

PP Roofing news

PP Roofing solutions

PP Reader offers

PP Health & safety news

DON’T

MISS

A

THING!

PP Free of charge

PP Sent straight to your 
inbox

PP View on mobiles & tablets
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http://www.fleximroofputty.com
http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
www.fleximputty.com
www.roofingtoday.co.uk
www.tapcoslate.co.
www.nfrc.co.uk
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Industrial roofing is prone to being fragile, with various weak spots and

uneven surfaces making it an unsafe environment for workers undertaking

rooftop tasks.  According to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), falls from

height remain one of the most common causes of fatality and major injury in

the UK. The 2012/2013 national figures report that two million working days

were lost due to slips, trips and falls, while 46 fatal injuries involved worked

falling from height.

The key piece of legislation is the Work at Height Regulations 2005,

amended 2007, which places a legal requirement for anyone who contracts

others to access and maintain rooftop equipment on public buildings and

housing developments to ensure proper safety precautions are in place.

Breaching these regulations can result in a legal prosecution and a

substantial fine or imprisonment.

Enquiry 10

Enquiry 8

A Bristol based roofing company recently pleaded guilty to failing to make

an adequate assessment of the risks to its employees when working at

height. An employee fell through a roof light of a warehouse in July 2013

after carrying out patch repairs on the flat roof. HSE’s investigation found

that the risk assessment was not appropriate for the task and the system of

work was unsafe.  The company pled guilty to a breach of Regulation 4 of

the Working at Height Regulations 2005 and was fined £10,000.

It is essential that all work at height is properly planned and carried out by

competent members of staff to avoid accidents. It is also the contractor’s

responsibility to be trained to safely work at height, ensuring that they

understand and work within the regulations. 

Selecting the right equipment is key to reducing the risk of accidents and

falls from height. It needs to be secure, easy to access and meet regulations.

From the contractor’s point of view, it’s also helpful if the system selected

is easy to install, available at short notice and offers good value for money.  

Access to industrial roof tops requires solutions that are designed to

overcome the challenges of working on fragile roofs and provide the user

with a safe working position for skin maintenance, inspection, cleaning and

re-sealing work.  Many manufacturers, including Easi-Dec have developed a

range of products to provide a safety system that is suitable for all

requirements and simplify short duration roof work.

Any of these three types of access systems can be considered when

accessing industrial roof tops – mesh walkways, rolling platforms and

mobile walking frames.

Mesh walkways are a great option when access is needed to run from the

eaves to ridge. It provides the benefit of spreading the weight across the

support battens, allowing the workers to confidently move along the full

length of the system.  Opting for a solution that is made from high grade

aluminium ensures the structure is robust, lightweight, and easily

transportable.  

A fully guarded rolling platform, which is mounted on twin racks, allows

workers to move up and down the roof on a secure and level surface.

Requiring no penetration, the structure is easy to assemble and take down,

and is possible to transport quickly to other parts of the roof.  The platform

moves along a linking track which is fitted with safety mesh and battens to

provide further support.

Lightweight mobile walking frames are designed to provide safe access for

one or two people when working along valley gutters.  The outriggers are

filled with safety mesh and cushioned for comfort.  This system can also be

used to transport light payloads.  Suitable for typical symmetrical valleys,

the system could also be fully adjustable to suit uneven designs.

Specifying these types of systems presents contractors with a quicker, more

cost-effective and more practical approach to rooftop access, and will

ensure that they and their employers comply fully with the requirements of

the Work at Height Regulations. It’s a win-win for both parties. 

Kee Safety Ltd is the UK division of Kee Safety Group, a global safety
company. The Kee Safety Group business is divided into four sectors; Safety
Components, Safety Systems, Safe Access Solutions and Safe Fixings. Easi-
Dec is a Kee Safety company. For full details on Easi-Dec’s industrial roof
access solutions, visit www.easi-dec.co.uk. Full technical support and advice is
available direct from the company on tel 01767 691812.  

Safe Roof Access
Soni Sheimar, General Manager at Easi-Dec

Falls from height continue to be linked with fragile roofs.
Employers are being faced with court appearances and
harsh fines due to unsafe working conditions and not
following the correct procedures for employees to remain
safe

Board Walk - Mesh walkways are a great option when access is needed to
run from the eaves to ridge

http://www.easi-dec.co.uk
www.layher.co.uk
www.wilsomaccess.co.uk/roofing/php


Industrial Roofing
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In our earlier articles, we’ve touched on some of the complexities that some industrial

roofing and wall cladding projects can bring. Multi-sourcing materials and co-

ordinating deliveries from multi suppliers are just some of the difficulties that can

arise. Those roofing contractors who are more familiar with domestic pitched and flat

roofing projects tend to fall into the trap of self-sourcing all the components needed

from a variety of suppliers and co-ordinating the project themselves. This can lead to

issues such as shade variations, rooflights, sheets and fillers sourced from various

suppliers not matching exactly, and fixings or mastic not being suitable for

application. Additionally, manufacture deadlines may be missed, there may be

multiple delivery vehicles causing problems on site, as well as site access problems

and delivery timeframes. Thankfully, by choosing a good industrial distributor, these

problems can be easily remedied.

Distribution within the industrial sector is quite unique and as such, should be

handled very differently to distribution throughout the general roofing market. So when

it comes to choosing a distributor, what exactly should you be looking for and what

differentiates a good industrial distributor from a poor or inexperienced one?

The first approach to choosing an industrial roofing distributor tends to be made on

price alone. This is quite ironic as often the distributor offering the lowest price will

be the least appropriate choice to support you with your project. In fact, it can often

mean quite the opposite: it can mean that these are the distributors who are working

on such reduced margins that you will most definitely not be guaranteed the service

levels that you may be looking for. 

This approach can also bring with it a level of inconsistency on future projects, as

rock-bottom prices are unlikely to be maintained in the long term, and a nasty surprise

may be on the horizon following your first project with such a distributor.

Offering the lowest price also does not necessarily

mean that these distributors have the strongest

relationship with the manufacturers of industrial

roofing products. Reputable industrial roofing

distributors will have long-established relationships

with all key manufacturers and will be sourcing the

best and most competitively priced products

suitable for use on industrial roofing projects. Quite

simply, the cheapest distributor does not always

equate to the BEST distributor. 

It’s equally important to weigh up the service levels

when it comes to choosing a distributor. For

example, do you have a consistent point of contact

with your industrial distributor? Quite often, when

dealing with inexperienced industrial distributors

(or those who do not specialize in industrial

projects) you will find yourself being passed from

pillar to post. An unsatisfactory situation when you

are working with tight delivery schedules or site

restrictions with no room for error. 

For consistency of service, it is vital that you always

have a dedicated point of contact, someone who is

familiar with you, your projects and your specific

requirements, and will look after your needs

accordingly. 

Another parameter that should govern your choice of

industrial distributor is their consistent approach to

the products that they supply. If they run with

whoever is offering the cheapest deal that week,

then it’s time to look elsewhere. Whilst still very

much in touch with market rates, a good distributor

will understand that offering a quality product and

solution to your requirements comes first. As well as

the best and most competitively priced products and

being able to deliver these at speed through local

branch networks, a distributor worth its salt will be

able to guarantee continuity of supply.

So whether you're new to industrial roofing or have

had your fingers burned with a poor or

inexperienced distributor in the past, take heed.

Good distributors are worth their weight in gold.

Not only will they deliver quality and competitively

priced products with consistency of supply, they

can play a pivotal role in guiding you through your

project, with ‘hand-holding’ at every stage. All this

then leaves you to do is focus on completing the

project on time - and on budget of course. 

Industrial Roofing Distributors
The Good, the Bad and the Inexperienced Part 3

Sam Jones, Category Manager SIG Industrial Roofing

If you’re ever called upon to supply and install individual industrial
roofing components for a one-off project, or even if you’re a specialist
roof and wall cladding contractor and are simply looking for a more
cohesive supply chain, this third part in our series of special articles will
help you understand exactly what to consider when choosing your
distributor.

www.recticalinsulation.co.uk
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SW Roofing Ltd specialise in the manufacture and supply of
metal gutters, flashing and associated roofing materials.  As part
of the Stephens Roofing Group, our Directors have over 40 years’
experience in the industrial roofing and manufacturing market.
SW Roofing offer a wide range of products and complementary
services to ensure our customers get the very best experience.
With highly trained staff at our manufacturing base in the West
Midlands, technical support is always on offer to give confidence
and peace of mind through your project.

With a wide range of tooling we are able to offer bespoke pieces
manufactured to order as well as our standard stock items.  As
we are strategically placed in the Midlands we are able to offer
nationwide delivery to all our customers. 

SW Roofing Limited also offer a unique finishing service on all
Galvanised gutters, potentially extending the gutter lifespan by
using one of the leading worldwide manufacturer of liquid
plastics.  Gutters are treated as a preventative measure against
rust and damage as well as conforming to the latest European
safety standards with a minimum of 20 years guarantee available.
Completing the process in a controlled environment eliminates
costly on site labour charges and ensures guaranteed quality
throughout the process. 

Unit 3 Optical Park, Middlemore Lane West,
Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands. WS9 8EJ

Telephone: 01922 749 7015 

Fax: 01922 452301, 

Mobile: 07855 049 239 

Email: Beth@swroofingltd.co.uk

Specialists in the Manufacture and Supply of Metal
Gutters, Flashing and Associated Roofing Materials

hertalan welcome to our world of EPDM

� Europe’s first producer of EPDM membranes;

� top quality products for over 40 years;

� wide range of roofing, cladding and DPC systems;

 

 

 

� unique and weldable roofing rolls for mechanical fixing;

� EPDM is the ideal product for any green roofing project;

� training courses and presentations for contractors.

 

 

 

Approved contractor
For information on becoming an
Hertalan approved contractor or
 distributor contact us.

Hertalan UK · T +44 (0)1623 627285 · F +44 (0)1623 666804 · info@hertalan.co.uk · www.hertalan.co.uk
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We spend millions of pounds every year in the UK on the refurbishment of roofing.

This unfortunately comes down to the fact that the majority of traditional building

materials will degrade over time due to climatic and physical factors. Left untreated, a

failing roof can cause serious structural damage and could ultimately affect the

integrity of the overall construction.

Degradation of roofing materials takes many forms, including chemical reactions,

consumption by living organisms, erosion and mechanical wear. As such, it’s

important to remember that a roofing material should meet a number of strict criteria

and ultimately be fit for purpose.

Metal roofing and the revival of copper, zinc and stainless steel has been a popular

industry trend  for a while now. Metal roofs are durable, fire retardant and will rarely

require maintenance in their lifetime. With the added advantage of being able to

install them over existing roofs, metal is an ideal material for refurbishments. Roofing

contractors will no doubt be aware that metal tiles are also now available that are

manufactured to look like clay or concrete by placing an outer skin on them.

Because the industry is still working on formalising up-to-date codes of practice, it is

essential that you refer to the manufacturer’s own installation recommendations for

its particular product. Also, due to the high heat conductivity of metal roofing –

particularly copper and aluminium – it is vital that the appropriate level of insulation

is considered before installation begins.  

At Jewson, we’ve also seen an increase in the sales of both clay tiles and slate

products. This can largely be attributed to a shift in attitude as the roof is now

considered a vital part of a building’s design and overall aesthetic. As such, the look

and feel of roofing materials has become much more important. 

Clay tiles are proving a popular choice - they will not rot; they are non-combustible

and require little or no maintenance. They are routinely selected for residential

developments as they provide a good balance between aesthetics and performance.

Available in a variety of styles and colours, they offer a wealth of design freedom for

Material Matters

the architect or developer. However, as a roofing

contractor will be well aware - tiles can be fragile and

may require additional roof support. 

In comparison to tile, slate is being used more for high

profile residential developments due to its high quality

and appealing natural aesthetic.Slate is durable,

waterproof and can be used for applications of almost

any size or complexity including sloping roofs and

green roofs. However, although it might be a premium

roofing material, slate is just as vulnerable to damage

from installation as clay tiles.

Modern roofing materials have also begun to make a

real difference to projects in the UK and we have seen

a marked increase in sales of Glass Reinforced Plastic

(GRP). A versatile roofing material, it is a cold laid

system with no requirement for heat treatment, making

it a very safe application process.It is installed in one

continuous membrane, with no seams, joints or welds

needed. With different finishes and colour options

available, GRP is now a viable alternative to traditional

roofing systems. 

Another modern product that is becoming increasingly

popular is EPDM, which is a highly flexible, extremely

durable, synthetic rubber roofing membrane.  EPDM

has impressive performance credentials: the material

can be installed fully adhered, mechanically attached

or ballasted, with the seams of the roofing system

sealed with liquid adhesives or specially formulated

tape. 

EPDM’s increasingly popularity is partly due to its use

in the construction and repair of flat roofs, which are

more prone to problems than pitched roofs.

Traditionally, materials like tar and gravel were used

on flat roofs. These materials are layered onto the roof

and covered with gravel; this method is known as built

up roofing, or multi-ply roofing. Other multi-ply

materials include felt, bitumen and rolled asphalt.

To perform as intended, roofing materials must be fit

for purpose and today there are a wide range of

material choices. Roofing manufacturers are constantly

developing new and innovative roofing materials so it

is worthwhile looking for advice and guidance from

your local merchant.

Jewson offers further guidance and advice on selecting
the right materials. Visit one of Jewson’s specialist
roofing branches or see www.jewson.co.uk.

Edward Smith, National Business Development Director for Roofing at Jewson

mailto:Beth@swroofingltd.co.uk
mailto:info@hertalan.co.uk
http://www.hertalan.co.uk
http://www.jewson.co.uk
www.hertalan.co.uk
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Be of Service

The first thing to remember is that if you are dealing with

the general public, then the ‘customer is king’. That is not

to say that the customer is always right, nevertheless the

customer must always be provided with courtesy, respect

and service. 

Service is the key to success in any business or profession

and if you are reading this magazine, then chances are that

you are a Professional Roofing Contractor, and therefore you

are interested in being more successful and ultimately in

making more money.

“Formula for Success: Under Promise, Over
Deliver”, Tom Peters

Due to repeated cases of lack of professionalism in trades

working within the residential sector, I formed the Master

Tradesman’s Directory some four years ago. We have a

Consumer Charter that all of our members sign and adhere

to.

Our Consumer Charter lists 13 points which all members of

the Master Tradesman Directory adhere to. A copy of this is

given to every customer who uses the services of a Master

Tradesman Directory member. The increase in work is

noticeable for every member when these

points are followed.

Have you ever wondered what goes

through the mind of a consumer on a

Sunday evening when work is due to start

on their property on Monday morning? 

They may think ‘I hope they won’t

damage my lawn’; ‘I hope they won’t

walk on my flowers’; ‘I hope they don’t

use bad language or smoke near the

house’; ‘I hope they are going to do a

good job’; ‘I hope they will be polite and

respectful!’ 

The fact is that the householder is

probably uneasy and anxious at the

thought of a tradesman attending their

property.

It is a sad fact that Trading

Standards throughout the UK

receive more complaints

regarding roofing works than

any other trade. 

This may come as a surprise

as we all know ‘dodgy’

window companies and

‘dodgy’ builders, but roofers? 

Unfortunately, the fact is that

there are more complaints

regarding roofing works than

any other type of residential

property repairs.

And whilst there are first-rate

organisations such as the

NFRC with highly reputable

members, there are tens of

thousands more roofers who

are not members of such an

association and choose, as is

their right, to join other trade

bodies such as Fair Trades,

Guild of Master Craftsmen

etc.

The NFRC have a strict

vetting and monitoring

system in place and keep

their members in check.

Unfortunately many other

trade bodies do not, and

therefore roofing contractors

and consumers may not be

well served.

Even if you are not a member

of a trade organisation, your

ability to be not just a roofer,

but a Professional Roofer will

be the single most important

thing you can do to make

sure your business prospers

and is successful. 

So what does a Professional

Roofer do? How does a

Professional Roofer set

himself apart from the dodgy

cowboys of this world?

Be of Service
In this, the first article of a series of three, Don Waterworth sets out the role of the Professional Roofer for contractors working within the residential sector.

Don Waterworth BSc, FBEng MEWI is a qualified Building

Surveyor and Engineer. He practices as an Expert Witness,

investigating and reporting to the court in cases of legal

dispute. He is also principal of Top 100 Trades Limited.

Master Tradesman Directory
Consumer Charter

1 Wewillparkourvanconsiderately.

2 Wewillnotplayourradioatsiteunlessthe

clientagreestosame.

3 Wewillnotsmokewithin3metresofthe

client’shouse.

4 Wewillnotaskorpresumethatweare

entitledtoacuppa,wewillwaittobeoffered

one.

5 Wewillnotmakesexualremarksorinnuendo

toanyofourconsumerclients.

6 Wewillnotusefouloroffensivelanguage

withinearshotofconsumer’schildrenorthe

generalpublic.

7 Wewillusetheappropriateamountof

dustsheetswithintheconsumer’sproperty.

8 Wewillnotmoveanyoftheconsumer’s

furnitureunlessthishasbeenagreedbythe

consumerbeforehand.

9 Wewillnotentertheconsumer’spropertyif

onlyminorsarepresent.

10Weundertaketokeeptheconsumer’s

propertyandsitetidy,safeandclean,wewill

notknowinglydamagelawnsorgardens.We

willensurethatalldebrisandrubbishis

removedimmediatelyandalldangerous

wasteismovedawayfromthecirculation

pathsofallmembersofthegeneralpublic.

Wewillensurethissiteissafeatalltimes.

11Wewillnotstripoffourshirt(s)insummer,as

weunderstandthiscouldoffendourclients.

12Weundertaketoactprofessionally,

respectfullyandtobeproudofourstatusasa

RegisteredTOP100MasterTradesmember.

13Allandanyextrasorvariationstothe

estimatedworkswillbeexplainedandcosted

priortosuchworksbeingcarriedout.Weare

fullyawarethatitisunacceptabletocarryout

extrasandvariationswithouttheprior

agreementandconsentoftheconsumer.

To allay these fears, when you

arrive at the client’s property

you must be on your best

behaviour, you must act like a

Professional.

We must remember that this

householder and their property

should be respected at all times

- and the benefit to providing

that professional service is that

you will get more work. 

“A business absolutely
devoted to service will
have only one worry
about profits. They will
be embarrassingly
large!” Henry Ford

Do not forget that when you are

working on a consumer’s roof,

neighbours who are at home

are watching you complete the

works. And if you work in a

professional, courteous manner

who do you think the

neighbours will use next time?

That is how you make a

successful, flourishing

business!

Therefore be on your best

behaviour, provide excellent

service, work to such

guidelines as provided by the

Master Tradesman Directory’s

Consumer Charter, and BE

PROFESSIONAL.

We must work hard to change

the image of roofing from being

the most complained about

trade on residential properties

to being the most professional

trade in construction.

www.ezroofing.co.uk
www.gutterline.co.uk
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Many designers are recognising the advantages of using a single ply membrane to

encapsulate parapets, replacing the more traditional coated alloy cappings. It’s very much

a case of ‘horses for courses’ because there is no doubt that a properly installed and

suitably high quality metal capping will provide a very smart finish which is hard to beat,

but it comes at a price. 

Apart from cost, it may involve another sub-contract trade accessing the roof after it has

been tested, signed off and after the roofing contractor has left site. Water ingress resulting

from damage during this phase may be blamed on the wrong party. It may also mean that

cavities are left exposed for longer than is absolutely

necessary because the cladding package starts some weeks

or months after roofing is complete, due to slow progress

with the elevations. Water ingress via open cavities is

notoriously difficult to isolate and may result in medium

term difficulties for fit-out, especially with concrete decks.

If single ply membrane is to be used to enclose a parapet or

to form a simple eaves termination, it is essential that this

is achieved to the highest standard circumstances will

allow for two key reasons. First, poor finishes are an eyesore

which can undermine client confidence. Remediation can be

disproportionately expensive, especially if the scaffold has

been struck. Secondly, poor quality installation can result in

very premature failure of the weathering. I have seen trims

fail in two years, throughout a project, due to poor

installation.

Trims are usually comprised of 0.6mm galvanised steel sheet

factory-laminated to an unreinforced version of the same

coating that is used for the single ply membrane. All metals

are subject to thermal movement. In metal cappings, this is

accommodated in the joint/bracket system which secures

them. In single ply roofing, a gap of 5-10mm is left between

2m lengths and this is covered by a ‘butt strap’ of

membrane. Instructions vary by membrane manufacturer, but

for all it is essential that a strap of membrane (usually 100-

150mm wide) is dressed over the joint and welded at the

edges only, so that the portion over the gap is free to absorb

the movement without stress.

A separate metal angle can be located behind the trim and

locked into it by the drip, to keep the front edge straight.

Deep trims may require additional face-fixing to stop them

moving under wind load. If the trims are over-sailing

cladding or render to an elevation, it may be necessary to

project them forward. Wherever possible, render finishes

should be applied beforehand as their application inevitably

results in marking of the trim downstand.

It’s a bit like the daal at your local Indian restaurant: the

standard achieved at an eaves trim is a good indication of

the quality of the job as a whole!

More on Decking
I am grateful to a colleague in SPRA for his comments on

my piece about decking in issue 52. I was dealing with

design for maintenance and protection of the single ply

membrane below, but clearly there are two other important

aspects which are often overlooked: resistance to wind and

fire. 

Decking is always laid loose on a support structure over the waterproof membrane. It

contributes very little to dead loading to counteract wind uplift. Unless it imposes a

load of at least 80Kg/m2 (more in exposed or high altitude environments) it will be

necessary to secure all the roof system components, either by mechanical fastening,

adhesion or  a combination of the two (mechanically fastened insulation, adhered

single ply membrane). So although a loose-laid roofing system is acceptable to both

SPRA and insurers such as NHBC, in practice it is unlikely to occur unless the roof

system is inverted. The danger is that the technical implications of a late change of

specification from paving to decking may go unnoticed in the rush to complete, leaving

the balcony or terrace vulnerable to wind damage.

A similar risk exists with fire. Single ply membrane systems are certified for resistance

to external fire performance, as described in issue 52 and as recommended in my

article. That certification should always be checked to ensure that it applies to the

system as-built (including for example insulation type and thickness). The overlaying of

a combustible timber deck can affect this performance. As with wind, a late change of

specification might not be picked up. So how should the responsible designer deal with

this?

The risk is least with a concrete deck (the most likely construction of a balcony)

because resistance to fire penetration is effective but surface spread of flame will clearly

not be. With all other decks, both penetration and spread will be relevant. Attempts to

modify the design, for example by placing ballast between bearers, will not comply and

may have other negative consequences for roof performance.

At present there is no specific guidance in the Approved document Part B and the

industry may want to consider offering DCLG some FAQ-style advice. In the meantime,

a responsible membrane manufacturer would provide existing

certification for the roof system and recommend specific

testing of the covering to be used. Given that varnishes,

timber, fire retardants and so on vary in type and durability, it

is unlikely that any one test result could be assumed to be

deemed to satisfy another job elsewhere.
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SPRA’s Technical Director, Jim Hooker FIoR
describes some recent calls to the
helpline 0115 914 4445.

SPRA Column
Achieving a Durable and Tidy

Roof Edge

Fully enclosed parapets avoid following trades

2 A neat curved eaves trim 

Timber decking - was this a change of specification?

Poor finishes undermine confidence

www.spra.co.uk
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The risk of fire caused by roofing processes involving the application of heat is a

matter that property owners and contractors ignore at their peril. It is essential that

contractors read their insurance policy and discuss its terms in detail with their

insurance broker.  Wording, particularly for liability cover, varies from one insurer to

the next. Incorrectly worded policies can have disastrous consequences if major

claims are refused and revert to the roofing contractor.

In the past three years alone we have seen some significant fires which have made

headline news: in April 2013 a roof fire gutted The National Library of Wales. It is

reported it was accidentally caused by workers using a blow torch on the roof -

causing over £5m worth of damage. The contractor was presented with a bill from

the library of nearly £4million and subsequently went into liquidation. 

Investigators believe the fire at Cuming Museum in Southwark in 2013 was started

accidentally by roofers also using blow torches. Over 100 fire fighters attended the

scene and it took almost 5 hours to gain control. 

This year, in April 2014 a large fire at a partially constructed student’s hall of

residence in Southampton City Centre was caused by workers “inadvertently”

igniting roofing material.  

And less recently but in one of UK’s largest ever fires, causing 4,000 people to be

evacuated at the Elveden Center Parcs complex in Suffolk back in April 2002 the

blame was laid at the feet of a roofing contractor. The overall loss was estimated to

be £50m. 

It is not just the physical damage caused by fire which is of concern, fire has a

significant impact more widely:

For example, just think of the cost of a burnt out school in terms of the actual cost of

renewing the premises, the hire of temporary classrooms and equipment, the lost

days of education that can never be recovered; and then there is the loss of

local jobs such as the caretaker’s, cleaner’s, cook’s and support staff. For roofing

contractors, such as those involved in the incidents above, the aftermath of a fire can

be devastating in terms of their financial loss, reputation and, ultimately, survival. 

Heat work, as demonstrated, can be a major challenge for both contractors and their

insurance company, which in many cases will pick up the cost if things go wrong.

Consequently, obtaining the correct insurance cover can be both difficult and costly.

Plain English

Despite many insurance companies having a commitment to Plain English wording,

it is often hard to fully understand what you are actually insured for.  And, being

realistic, have you actually read your insurance policy?

One thing you must read and share with your whole workforce is the Heat Warranty

or Heat Condition. But first, is it a warranty or is it a condition?

Breach of a Warranty invalidates your entire policy. It matters

not whether the breach was relevant to the circumstances of a

claim. You could, for example, have a perfectly valid claim

refused because a warranty - not relevant to that claim - had

been breached. A condition, however, normally precedes liability

for a claim and allows the insurers to repudiate a particular

claim rather than invalidate the entire policy. Usually they are

policy terms ‘precedent to liability,’ which means if you have

not done exactly what the condition says before the loss or

damage happens there will be no insurance cover in place for

that loss. Think of your car – if you have not had it serviced as

prescribed by the manufacturer this, in most cases, will

invalidate your warranty and your cover. Your contractor

insurance policy is not that different.  

It’s best to know and understand the limitations of your policy

from the start and we would strongly recommend that you

always read your policy and policy Schedule which should

outline your cover. Your insurance broker should highlight any

key points. At Circle we always highlight the warranties and

conditions and reinforce the need to adhere to them. It is

essential this adherence permeates throughout your business

with failure potentially being a disciplinary offence. After all, the

impact of the losses that you could be faced with could be

terminal.

If there are any terms that you have not fully understood or any

that you simply can’t comply with you should talk to your

insurer immediately. In many cases they will be able to make

the necessary adjustments to your policy or provide an

alternative solution so that you can comply.

If you are found to be in breach of your warranty or condition

you could be personally liable for the damage. Imagine the

spread of fire on the roof of a house, school, shopping complex or factory – this could

run into many millions.

Each and every time

The Heat Warranty or condition imposes strict conditions on the precautions you

must take each and every time heat is used.  It will vary from insurance company to

insurance company and it is important that you are familiar with your precise and

exact wording. Typically it will include three key features:

1. A thorough examination of the immediate work vicinity be carried out

immediately after the heat work is completed and again 30/60 minutes later.

Ensure you can produce documentary evidence to back it up, and that your 

written method statement includes a specific instruction for this to happen.

2. All combustible materials within six metres of the work are either removed or 

suitably protected.

Ensure too that  fixed or inaccessible combustible materials are also protected 

with fire proof coverings 

3. Fire extinguishers are available for immediate use at the site of work.

Ensure these can be accessed immediately – don’t leave them in the van or at the

bottom of the ladder – a fire will take hold swiftly.

Typically then, compliance is really just good practice and something that should

form part of your day to day work, like checking your mirrors and indicating when

driving your car. 

The key is to ensure the warranty or condition is not too onerous and working with

an insurance broker who has knowledge of the industry will help achieve this.  

The warranty means the insurer (and any court of law, for that matter) will apply the

wording literally, and will not be open to arguments that “we did our best in the

circumstances.”

At Circle, we recommend you replicate the exact wording of the specific heat

warranty or condition within your method statements. Ensure all your team have read,

and are familiar with, the content and sign to this effect. This would certainly assist

in demonstrating to the insurers that their warranties or conditions were being

complied with to the letter.

As a final note, at the start of your insurance process it is essential that you disclose

all material facts to your insurance company. Whilst this will include items such as

your claims history, accidents, incidents, liquidations or bankruptcies, it also means

you must provide full details about your work processes. If your work involves heat,

no matter how minor, ensure you notify your insurer with details of the type and

frequency of this work because failure to do so could mean you are not covered.

Whilst all this might sound alarmist, it is good practice and can make all the

difference to your business survival.

Circle Insurance Services Plc is an Associate Member of the NFRC.
They are an Independent Chartered Insurance Broker and Lloyd’s
accredited with offices across the country. 

Contact Tony on tel 02476 257444 or visit www.circlegroup.co.uk

The Cost of Roof Fires
The cost of a fire in the roof is frightening, and, it goes without saying, it is not solely financial. Here however, Tony Norcott
from Circle Insurance concentrates on the financial consequences of roof fires, warning of how they can significantly
jeopardise the survival of roofing contractors and advises some simple steps to protect your business. 

Tony Norcott

n Economic loss

n Hire of temporary 

accommodation

n Loss of personal items

n Loss of business

n Loss of jobs

n Loss of profits

n Loss of life

Cummins Museum fire Southwark

news:in
http://www.circlegroup.co.uk
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While government economic stimulus measures are seeing a boom in the construction

industry, the hangover from recession lingers on. Recent data revealed industry

vacancies have risen almost 40% in the past year and industry is struggling to meet

demand with skilled workers.

So what’s gone wrong?

A bit of background

When the recession hit, construction shrank by 16.5% in the space of 3 years. More

than 350,000 bricklayers, electricians and site managers lost their jobs and, afraid the

industry would not be secure for sometime, re-trained, found new employment or

otherwise left the profession. The industry cut back on training, stopped offering

apprenticeships and desperately tried to cling on through one of the worst economic

downturns of recent times.

And then things started to improve.

Government introduced plans for new housing, the Help to Buy scheme was launched

and mortgages were easier to come by. Suddenly there was plenty of work – and

nobody to do it.

Lack of fresh talent

Approximately one in five construction workers are approaching retirement age, and a

further 26% are 45-55 years old. Replacing these retirees alone presents a big

recruitment challenge. In addition, research by the Construction Industry Training

Board in January 2014 estimated that 182,000 extra jobs would be created in the next 5

years as the economy improves.

The trouble is that there are not enough qualified people to fill all these roles. And that

means there is a vital need to recruit so that the industry has the workers it needs to

protect its future.

What is being done?

Not enough. And it is quite clear that this shortage of skills is going to hamper

economic recovery if we don’t move quickly to change this. The Royal Institute for

Chartered Surveyors (RICS) found in its first quarter construction sector survey that 41%

of firms were seeing labour shortages, with 58% reporting that financial constraints

were preventing more work taking place.

The third annual Government Construction Summit, the UK’s most important annual

construction event, saw Business Secretary Vince Cable talk about skills shortage and

investing in apprenticeships. He said: “I’d like the industry to start thinking five or ten

years ahead. If I was to pick one area as a key priority it would be skills - what could

bring the sector’s recovery to a shuddering halt, is a lack of skill.”

So what happens now?

If construction is going to continue to grow and pull our economy onwards and

upwards, we need to do two things: invest and inspire.

The industry must capitalize on opportunities presented by the upturn.  This means

spending money now by investing in new talent and training existing employees. We

also need to work on changing the perception of construction as a viable career choice.

Young people need to see the sector as a reliable industry – one with prospects. Most

have little idea of the wide range of employment opportunities available, so it is not

surprising that many recruits join the industry only

because a family member is already involved in

construction. 

The industry must overhaul its recruitment

campaigns and change its image and culture if it is

to become an attractive modern employment choice.

It must also look at its ability to retain staff. This

includes looking to introduce better conditions and

flexible working policies with room to progress.

Jobs for the girls

Women have made great advances in the world of

work. The employment rate for women continues to

rise and today there are more women in work than

ever before (now accounting for just under half of

the workforce). But, in construction progress has

been abysmally slow. The current situation

therefore, provides us with a unique opportunity to

change this – and drive forward a new surge of

talent into the industry. The sector can neither

justify nor countenance remaining a ‘no-go area’ for

women. In order to fill the skills gap it needs to

recruit and retain more women - and not just in

support roles - women must be central to the

modernisation of the construction industry and its

hope for the future.

For more about Sally's business Apex Scaffolding visit
www.apexscaffold.co.uk and for details of sister
company Apex Roofing visit www.apexroofinguk.com
or join in the discussion on Twitter @apexanglia

The Apex Angle....
The construction industry is expanding but so is its skills gap – the result of a failure to invest in apprenticeships and
training post-recession. In this exclusive column for Roofing Today, industry expert Sally Peck calls for rejuvenating
the workforce and a push in schools to promote construction as a career path – especially for women. 

Sika Sarnafil Specified for Newnham College, Cambridge
The Principal’s Lodge at Newnham, one of the 31 colleges at the
University of Cambridge has received a major upgrade of its
existing corrugated aluminum roof in order to improve installation
properties and aesthetics. The new roof now includes 500sq m of
SikaSarnafil single ply roofing system, installed by leading flat roof
specialist and contractor Cambridge Polymer Roofing.  To ensure
that disruption to staff and students was kept to a minimum,
Buildings Manager at Newnham College worked closely with
Cambridge Polymer Roofing.  The original roof was not in character
with the nature of the dwelling; it was virtually un-insulated and was
an industrial style aluminum roof so at the client’s request,
Cambridge Polymer Roofing installed a SikaSarnafil G410-18ELF
single ply membrane in Light Grey. This is an adhered system,
which also incorporated Décor Profiles to imitate a standing seam
roof.  The project was successfully completed to the client’s
satisfaction, on time and budget. “The finished product looks very
good and the client was extremely happy with the outcome,”

Cambridge Polymer Roofing’s Steve Wale said. “The team at Cambridge Polymer Roofing was
great to work with and I would definitely recommend them to other clients,” Newnham
College’s Andy Kite said.  For more information call 01707 394444, email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit www.sarnafil.co.uk.

Metsec Purlins Outpace
Competition at Glasgow Velodrome

For the roof construction of a multi-sport
facility in Glasgow’s East End, the technical
expertise of light gauge structural steel
specialist, Metsec, was sought after to enable
optimum structural support for standing seam
cladding, high density insulation and acoustic
boards. Glasgow consultants, Halcrow Yolles
(now CH2M Hill) specified Metsec sleeved
purlins as a major part of the design solution.
With the velodrome and arena main roof spans
of 87 and 91m respectively Halcrow Yolles
designed a series of self-stabilising tied arch
trusses, supporting a grillage of secondary
steel transverse trusses and in turn an
extensive Metsec cladding support system.  “To
provide a continuous standing seam cladding
system on such a scale, the Metsec framing
layer was designed to include a varying purlin
stool arrangement, allowing the curvature of
the roof profile to be achieved, whilst allowing
us to avoid a costly curved hot rolled steel for
the main frame”, says CH2M Hill’s Ken Fulford.
“Ultimately we specified Metsec’s roof purlin
system because from previous experience we
recognised them to be the industry leader; with
their extensive technical experience and service
quality they could be relied upon to provide a
technical solution which fully satisfied our
performance requirements.” For more
information on Metsec purlins, visit
www.metsec.com or follow @MetsecPlc on
Twitter.

Enquiry 14

Safesite Helps to Protect the Nation’s Favourite Squash Brand
Safesite Ltd has installed KeeWalk®,
KeeGuard®Topfix and KeeLine® systems and a
number of CAT access ladders for Britvic Soft Drinks
to ensure safe roof access at all times at its Robinson
Concentrate Squash manufacturing facility in
Norwich. During a major refurbishment programme it
was identified that regular access would be required
onto the warehouse roofs for routine inspection and
maintenance of roofs and gutters.  Safesite was
contacted to carry out a survey of the roof areas and
recommend the most appropriate, and cost effective,
solutions to providing a safe working area for the
required inspection and maintenance tasks. KeeWalk® rooftop walkway systems have been
installed to provide a non slip walkway across the roof and along the valley gutters for
maintenance purposes.  The flexibility of KeeWalk® enabled it to adapt to the changing roof
angles as well as provide a stepped solution where required.  Bespoke KeeGuard® TopFix
systems have been installed alongside KeeWalk® to provide permanent protection where the
gutters run along the roof edges.  KeeGuard® Topfix provided the ideal edge protection solution
as it has been specifically designed for metal profile roofs such as Britvic’s.  KeeLine® Horizontal
life line systems provide fall restraint protection on the upper roofs which are access via CAT
access ladders. Further information on Safesite and its products can be found at
www.safesite.co.uk. Enquiry 11

Seal the Deal with Seal-a-Leak
Seal-a-Leak™liquid repair kit from Sealoflex Liquid Waterproofing™ is
designed to deliver a complete or emergency waterproofing repair to
damaged or punctured flat roof membranes. Each kit comprises of an
amount of liquid coating, primer and reinforcing fabric and is intended
for use in all types of roofing application. Emergency Repair - Where a
flat roof membrane is visibly puncturedand water is entering the
building, Seal-a-Leak™ solves the problem with one simple application
that provides an immediate patch repair.Capable of being applied
above damp substrates, the single component liquidimmediately plugs
the puncture, stopping water from entering the building and causing
further damage. 
Complete Repair - Where a more permanent repair is required,
application of the liquid coating incorporating the reinforcing fabric
above the prepared surface can provide a long lasting repair that is
rainproof in less than 30 minutes. Nick Smart-Jones at Sealoflex Liquid
Waterproofing™ said: “We are proud to present Seal-a-Leak™ to the
industry, providing a fast, yet effective solution to installers of all

capabilities for patching adamaged flat roof membrane”. Once opened, the Seal-a-Leak™ kit is
completely reusable, making it the ideal product to keep for an emergency. For more information
on Seal-a-Leak™ and other Sealoflex™ products, please visit www.sealoflex.co.uk. Enquiry 12

Ecotherm Helps Rejuvenate Estate

The excellent thermal performance of Eco-Bond
flat roof insulation from EcoTherm has been
utilised in a £30 million scheme to revitalise a
former council estate in Mile End, London. The
Bede Estate was purchased by social landlords
Eastend Homes in 2005 and the firm worked
together with developers Telford Homes and ECD
Architects on the construction of 25 infill blocks,
offering a range of new housing options.
EcoTherm Eco-Bond was specified as part of the
warm roof build-ups on nine of the new infill
blocks, helping them to meet the desired U-value
of 0.20 W/m2.K with a far thinner solution than
some traditional insulation materials would’ve
allowed. AMR Specialist Systems installed the
110 mm thick Eco-Bond which was mechanically
fixed to the roof deck and waterproofed using a
cold applied liquid system. Martin Rippe,
Quantity Surveyor fr   om AMR Specialist System   s
commented: “The new blocks at the Bede Estate
featured both cement and timber decks and we
knew EcoTherm Eco-Bond would provide a
lightweight insulation solution which could be
simply installed on both decks whilst also
meeting the high standards of thermal
performance required for this project”. For
further information call 01702 520166, email:
technical@ecotherm.co.uk or visit
www.ecotherm.co.uk. 

Enquiry 17

The Veka UK Group to Exhibit at the Build Show
Showcasing its high quality PVC window and door profile
systems, The VEKA UK Group is the latest exhibitor to join the
ranks at the inaugural Build Show, taking place at the
Birmingham NEC next April.  At the only dedicated trade
exhibition for builders and contractors, The VEKA UK Group
will be highlighting solutions from across its extensive range of
products, designed for the construction, refurbishment and
home improvement industries. As the industry leader in PVC-
U systems with the innovative 'Imagine' Bi-Fold Door a key
focus on their stand at The Build Show, they will also be
showcasing the unique Flush French Door from the same
range. In addition The VEKA UK Group will be showing the
popular Matrix suite of window profiles – M70 which features
an updated chamfer style with more contemporary lines and
increased the thermal performance.  Colin Torley, Sales & MD
at The VEKA UK Group commented: “We believe that the Build
Show will provide a unique opportunity for us to meet and
speak directly with key decision makers from the construction
and related industries.” The Build Show takes place at Birmingham NEC Tues 28th - Thurs
30th April 2015.  For more information please visit www.buildshow.co.uk. For
more information about The VEKA UK Group please visit www.vekauk.com. Enquiry 13

Enquiry 15
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Schools Flock to LB for Roof Domes
LB Roof Windows is experiencing a spike in demand
for its Coxdome Roof Domes, many of which are
destined to be fitted into schools, colleges and
government buildings. With the school summer
holidays, the number of educational
establishments having a Roof Dome installed or
replaced is on the increase according to the
Nottinghamshire-based supplier, opening up new
opportunities for builders. LB Roof Windows sales
director Adrian Cooper comments: “We often see
an increase in demand for Roof Domes around the
school summer holiday time - and this year is no exception. Roof Domes are very popular with
schools and colleges because they allow light to flood into a room which can have a positive effect
on students.” As Adrian explains, ordering Roof Domes from LB Roof Windows couldn’t be easier:
Builders can order by speaking to our sales advisors on the phone but they can also order online
through our website. The latter is becoming a popular choice because of the convenience and the
ability to place orders during evenings and weekends, fitting in with the busiest of schedules. We
have a large number of Roof Domes in stock and offer free delivery for orders over £200. There
is also an additional special 5% discount on all orders placed through our website.
Visit www.lbroofwindows.co.uk or call LB Roof Windows on 01623 624500.

Fighting the Vortex with Redland 49
The Redland 49 tile, with its ability to be fixed both top
and bottom, is the first choice product used to replace
roofs around Heathrow airport that have been damaged
by the vortex effect. 
A vortex is a circulating eddy of air, like a mini-tornado,
caused by low-flying aircraft.  The effect, which is
particularly significant as aircraft come in to land, is to
suck tiles off the roof. Replacement tiles need to be
firmly fixed and Redland 49 tiles allow for both clips
and nails to be used as required by the BRE guidance
document DG467.  The small format of the tile combined with this dual fixing provides the most
secure fixing possible. Heathrow airport has been offering replacement roofs when vortex
strikes occur for over 20 years and the Redland 49 tile is one of the few products to have passed
stringent wind tunnel tests, qualifying it for use. Richardson Roofing’s Kevin Taylor says of
Redland 49: “It’s a lovely adaptable product that is easy to work with.  It’s an easy tile to fix
and has a soft cambered profile, making for a good looking roof.” Redland 49 is a small
interlocking concrete tile popular in London and the South East installed on huge areas of post-
war housing.
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Bilco Improves Safety with Fixed Ladders
Roof access products manufacturer Bilco provides a
range of some of the safest ladders in the
construction industry, to make working at height safer
for roofers, builders and maintenance operatives.
With a range of fixed, retractable and companionway
ladders, Bilco offers a tailored approach to safer
ladder access to roof hatches, and smoke vents both
for maintenance and secondary access.  For added
safety, Bilco also offers its trademarked LadderUp®
Safety Post which helps to ensure three points of
contact on the ladder while entering or exiting an
access hatch. Details can be found on
www.bilcouk.com, from which NBS specifications and
installation guides can be downloaded.  Retractable
ladders are ideal where a fixed vertical ladder is not
needed all the time, particularly for accessing hatches

not situated next to a wall.  Where the rise from floor to roof level is less than 3 metres, Bilco
offers companionway ladders designed for use with Bilco roof access hatches manufactured
from either galvanised steel or aluminium.  Bilco’s LadderUP® retractable Safety Posts are
installed permanently on the top two rungs of any fixed ladder to sterady the user when passing
through the roof opening. Visit www.bilcouk.com for further details.

Pontefract is 34th ASDA Store to get
Seamsil Cut Edge Roofing Treatment

In 1994 ASDA had the foresight to use an innovative
product called Seamsil, to repair the roof of its
Lutterworth Magna Park distribution centre. 20 years
later its Pontefract store has become the 34th ASDA
property to benefit from the patented silicone external
repair system, for cut edge corrosion on profiled
Plastisol/PVDF coated steel roof sheeting.
Manufactured by Delvemade Limited, Seamsil was
invented and developed over two decades ago with the
co-operation of BSC (now Tata Steel) to provide an
effective and long-term solution to a problem, which
was affecting the metal roofs of many of its premises. 
The problem was cut edge corrosion. It is caused by a
combination of poor installation techniques and on-
site cutting plus attack from acid rain and pollutants,
which are then retained as moisture in critical roof
overlaps and gutter overhangs. This results in
corrosion of the profiled steel roof sheets. If not
treated quickly and effectively, the damage can lead to
partial or complete roof replacement. Seamsil
provides an ideal sustainable solution, helping to
extend the life of roofs treated and retain property
value. Delvemade approved contractor, Kettles
Limited, not only undertook the Pontefract project, but
also installed the first Seamsil treatment for Asda
back in 1994. Enquiry 18

Certification Made Easier
Norbord Europe has enhanced the impressive green
credentials of its engineered wood-based panel
products by extending the Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) Chain of
Custody certification to UK sites as well as applying
for a Group Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®)
certification.   Norbord Europe and Norbord BV now
operate on the same FSC® certification and the
successful PEFC application permits the company to
sell PEFC-certified board in the UK. Both FSC and
PEFC certifications illustrate that Norbord’s
products originate in forests that operate in an
environmentally-sustainable way, and are not derived from illegal logging or destructive forest
management practices. Both these certifications require a comprehensive audit trail of timber
sources to show independent auditors that they come from sustainably-managed forests from
around the world. Rik Odendal, Norbord Europe’s Wood Purchasing Manager, said: “We can now run
Norbord Europe certification on a single management system which is much easier to manage and
takes up less time than the previous individual systems.” For further information, call 01786 812
921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk. Enquiry 21

Sales Up 30% at Roof Window
Supplier

LB Roof Windows is celebrating an excellent start
to 2014, with sales up 30 per cent, compared to
the same period last year. The success is partly
due to increased sales of its Aurora range of roof
windows and associated accessories. Launched
earlier this year, the new Aurora range is proving
to be a popular choice with builders, installers
and roofers, as it offers similar benefits to the
recognised Velux brand, but allows for higher
margins due to its competitive pricing. 
LB Supplies Sales Director, Adrian Cooper
comments: “We’ve noticed demand for the Aurora
range is skyrocketing, as our clients become more
aware of its excellent benefits for both their
businesses and homeowners.” Adrian says the
company’s excellent results are also in part down
to an increase in home renovations: “With
confidence returning to the economy, people are
starting to act on renovation plans. Our customers
– builders, installers and roofers - are now armed
with the perfect tool to capitalise on that trend.
Aurora is a premium range that delivers the same
results as other, more well-known brands, but at
smarter prices.” LB Roof Windows offer next day
delivery, anywhere in the UK. All products can be
purchased from the website:
www.lbroofwindows.co.uk.

Enquiry 23

IKOpro Acrylic Roof Coat, as Easy as 1,2,3
IKO PLC has launched the IKOpro Acrylic Roof Coat, a
simple two-coat liquid waterproofing solution, which
provides installers with a fast lay, watertight alternative
to traditional methods, with no specialist equipment
required. 
The solution is very versatile and can therefore be
installed directly on bituminous felt, asphalt, and
concrete, removing the risk and cost of deck
replacements, where the existing structure is sound. The
system is also suitable for application direct to existing
or new plywood or OSB/3 decks. IKOpro Acrylic Roof
Coat can be applied in three quick and easy steps and
dries in as little as 6 hours. The first coat of IKOpro
Acrylic Roof Coat is applied to the prepared roof surface

by brush or roller at rate of 0.7ltr/m2. IKO GRF 100gm reinforcement fleece is then laid and rolled
into the wet resin ensuring it is embedded, and allowed to cure. This is finished with a top coat of
IKOpro Acrylic Roof Coat to provide a seamless, smooth finish. IKOpro is an innovative product,
flame free system that provides a clean, safe and sustainable waterproofing solution with reduced
levels of fumes and Co2 emissions. For more information visit www.ikogroup.co.uk.

Enquiry 22
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Norwich’s City College Benefits from A Proctor’s Breather Membrane
Roofshield was recently used in the refurbishment
of City College in Norwich. The benefits provided by
the high performance Roofshield membrane were
obvious to the roofing contractor, R.B. Watts.
Roofshield is an air and vapour permeable, highly
water resistant roofing underlay, and has been
made to the same specification for nearly 20 years,
and has constantly met the evolving demands of the
roofing industry to be the first choice of most
roofing contractors.  The very low vapour resistance
of 0.065MNs/g, combined with high air
permeability, reduces the potential for interstitial
condensation as far as possible, and does not
require the use of a vapour control layer. This
provides a robust and dependable solution that can
be specified with confidence.  For further
information related to the A. Proctor Group’s range

of Breather Membranes, or any of their other product ranges, please visit

SR Timber Scores Top Marks for Quality in NHBC Awards
Renowned for its quality products and dedication to
raising standards of graded roofing battens in the UK,
SR Timber is an avid supporter of the prestigious NHBC
Pride in the Job Awards that have been driving the
quality of new homes over the last 34 years. 
Representing the highest industry accolade a building
site manager can receive, competition is fierce and this
year’s Quality Awards and Single Home
Commendations are no exception, with winners having
been shortlisted from over 15,000 site managers
across the UK. Not only does the award represent
success for the site manager and individual building
company, associated trades receive a reputational boost too. Indeed, SR Timber’s key customer -
Walsall-based SM Roofing Contracts Ltd - can once again take pride from being linked with 15 out
of 41 successful sites featuring quality ‘Premium Gold’ graded roofing battens. The successful sites
include leading house builders such as Barratt and David Wilson, Bellway West Midlands,
Persimmon Homes South, Taylor Wimpey Midlands and Taylor Wimpey West. As a Pride in the Job
winner, SM Roofing Contracts Ltd have had their expertise, dedication, passion, technical ability
and workmanship acknowledged, as well as their use of premium products. 

RatedPeople.com Partners with
The Fuelcard People 

RatedPeople.com – the UK’s leading online trade
recommendation service – has partnered with The
Fuelcard People to offer cut-price diesel and petrol
to the 26,000 tradespeople registered with the
service, nationwide. Through the partnership,
RatedPeople.com members will be able to receive
unbiased advice on the most appropriate fuel card
for their particular needs. Depending upon which
fuel cards they choose, they can refuel at thousands
of UK filling stations with no additional transaction
charge. The range includes fuel cards that can be
used at BP, Esso, Shell and Texaco sites as well as
independent forecourts, supermarkets and
specialist diesel networks. Marek Mossakowski of
RatedPeople.com, said, “We are delighted to be
partnering with The Fuelcard People and are
confident that tradesmen who take up the offer will
see a real difference in terms of monetary savings
and less paperwork.”  Other benefits of The
Fuelcard People’s services are 24/7 secure internet
access, including transactions yet to be invoiced.
Custom reports are available on demand, for
download directly into standard business packages.
The use of eServices makes the whole process
paperless and administration free. Fuel Card
Group’s Steve Clarke said, “Now,
RatedPeople.com’s registered tradesmen do not
need to drive around looking for a good deal,
because they already have the best available.”
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Single Ply Education from Sika-Trocal

Sika Trocal, a market leading manufacturer of
single ply roofing membranes has launched a new
CPD (Continuing Professional Development)
seminar aimed at architects and specifiers.  The
new CPD, entitled ‘Effective Design of Single Ply
Roofing Systems,’ has been produced by the flat
roofing experts at Sika -Trocal. “We know
technology is constantly evolving and it’s imperative
specifiers and  ar-chitects are aware of the benefits
of single ply membranes,” commented Shay Casey,
Senior Sales Manager for Sika-Trocal. “This
material is highly versatile, cost effective but most
importantly, provides wa-terproof protection for flat
roofs.  Our new CPD will help keep the industry
abreast of new product innovations in this field,” he
concluded. Single Ply Membranes have been widely
used in the UK for many years and as the UK’s
oldest supplier, Sika-Trocal now has more than 40
years’ experience in the industry.  Its compre-
hensive range of products has high levels of
performance, as well as a design life in excess of 30
years. Different methods of restraining Single Ply
Membranes against wind uplift, along with other
design considerations, are all covered by the new
CPD which is RIBA approved and allows attendees
to gain 8 CPD points.  For more information visit:
www.sika-trocal.co.uk/.
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Powered Now Mobile App Takes Pain Out of Paperwork 
Powered Now, the award-winning mobile admin app for
iPads and iPhones takes the pain out of paperwork and
payment for tradespeople such as roofers, builders,
installers and anyone who works at their customers’
premises. With an Android version in the pipeline, the
Powered Now app lets you do everything, from taking
job notes and photos, emailing an estimate and allowing
the customer to accept it, to invoicing and payment by
credit/debit card or PayPal. Everything can be done
while you’re with the client. All information is in one
place and automatically backed up to the cloud. Even if
you damage or lose your device, you can download the
data to the replacement, or access it via a browser. Full

features and benefits are on the website. Benjamin Dyer, Powered Now CEO, says: “No one goes
into business to do admin; the lost evenings spent managing paperwork and the frustration when
things go astray. Powered Now stores everything in one place; it lets you claim your weekends back
and spend more time making money.” The full version costs subscribers £49.99 per annum or
£4.99 per month, including VAT. Get your free 14-day trial of Powered Now by registering on the
Powered Now website: www.powerednow.com or call 0800 011 9036.
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Trimform Appoints Experienced Technical Sales Professional
Metal fabrications specialist Trimform has appointed experienced
senior technical sales professional Chris Haycock as area sales
manager covering the central south-east of England and East
Anglia. Based in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, Trimform
manufactures a complete range of flashings, gutters and rainwater
systems, in various materials and colours. It also produces bespoke
steel and aluminium fabrications and a range of profiled metal
sheets, in an assortment of finishes, colours and profiles. In his new
role, Chris will help buyers and specifiers through the purchasing
process. Chris said: “I’m really excited about working for Trimform
because of its significant growth potential as part of SIG plc,
supplier of specialist materials to the construction and related
sectors, which it joined earlier this year. “Being part of this large
group now enables the company to offer products such as insulated
panels in a wide assortment of thicknesses, a complete variety of purlins, rails and channel sections, plus
pressed shapes beyond industry standard lengths, of up to 10 metres. The relationship therefore enables
Trimform to offer a much wider package of solutions to the construction sector.” Trimform can service small
orders as well as providing large quantities. It retains its own fleet of vehicles, recognising the importance of
delivery times. For further information call 01480 461103, email info@trimformfabs.co.uk or visit
www.trimformfabs.co.uk.

Apex Boosts Team

Lowestoft based Apex Roofing is
delighted to be expanding their
delivery team with the
appointment of Steve Carter.
Steve has joined the team
having gained 20 years’
experience working within the
new build and refurbishment
roofing sector. He joins Apex
Roofing at a time of rapid
ongoing growth and will cover
the Midlands and East of
England. On his appointment
Jackie Biswell from Apex
Roofing said: “We are thrilled to
have someone as experienced as
Steve coming on board to work
alongside our existing contracts
management team. He will be
able to add to our first class
customer service and joins us at
a time of significant growth.”
Steve added: “Jackie and the
team at Apex Roofing have
forged a good working
relationship with partner
contractors and agencies and I
will be looking to maintain this
relationship and expand our
client base.” Apex Roofing is the
sister company to Apex
Scaffolding, also based in
Lowestoft.

SSQ Slate Meets Conservation
Requirements

Both set in strict conservation areas, Linden
Homes’ new projects at Kilmersdon Hill,
Somerset and Hereford Road in Abergavenny
required the use of sympathetic materials that
would meet heritage requirements. As a result,
SSQ’s heritage-accepted Del Carmen slates were
selected and installed across nine and 27 new
homes respectively. With a need to meet English
Heritage standards, SSQ’s Del Carmen slate
were chosen having been previously used on
projects of a similar nature where such strict
requirements also apply.  Aesthetic
considerations were also of significance: offering
a flat, uniform appearance, Del Carmen slate
features a faintly rippled riven texture, providing
an appealing appearance. Linden Homes’ James
Hurford agreed: “We wanted to get the look of
the new homes just right whilst also meeting
heritage requirements. SSQ’s Del Carmen slate
was ideal – blue/black in colour, their rustic look
complements the buildings’ stonework perfectly
whilst meeting conservation requirements.”
James continued: “Durability and cost were also
key. SSQ’s Del Carmen slate was priced very
attractively and also boasts a 100 year
guarantee.”  Using a hook and spike fixing
method, 13,500 of SSQ’s Del Carmen slates
were installed by A L King Roofing Ltd and M
Camilleri & Sons Roofing Ltd fitted 60,000
slates.  To find out more visit
www.ssqgroup.com.
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Rapid Flashing: Now Suitable for Use on Metal and in the Rain
Redland’s new adhesive product, Rapid Flashing M-
Glue, introduced earlier this year in response to the
wet weather, is now also recommended for use on
metal roofs. The adhesive allows Redland’s lead-free
Rapid Flashing to be installed on both tiled and metal
roofs even when the roof is wet. Rapid Flashing is
supplied with integrated butyl strips that bond the
flashing to the roof. Up until the introduction of M-
Glue, Rapid Flashing was not recommended for use
on metal roofs and it could only be applied in dry
conditions. Now though, with the introduction of the
new adhesive, this popular product can be used on
both types of roofs regardless of the weather and is
suitable for domestic, commercial and industrial
buildings. Rapid Flashing can be used around
abutments, outlets and penetrations on metal roofing
systems.  M-Glue can also be used with Redland’s Uni-Vent Rapid Ridge/Hip, Dry Hip, Rapid Hip and
Rapid Vented Ridge dry fix systems where it is applied to the rollable membrane, allowing fixing work
to continue in the wet weather.  M-Glue will be available from all merchants as part of the Rapid
Flashing range and can be purchased separately in individual 290ml tubes for use with a standard
caulking gun. Enquiry 34

Kemper System Relocates to Bigger Premises
Kemper System has relocated its UK
headquarters to Kingsland Grange in
Woolston, Warrington, signalling a further
expansion of the successful liquid
waterproofing membrane specialist. Kemper
System outgrew its former premises, and
has moved to its new home doubling its floor
space and increasing the available
warehouse capacity by 300%. The new
building comprises a mix of open plan office
accommodation, improved training and
meeting facilities, and enough warehousing

space to accommodate its current operational and future growth requirements. Comments managing
director, Harry Cowell: “The continuing buoyancy of the flat roof refurbishment market, upturn in UK
construction and, in particular, the emphasis on a more sustainable built environment, have prompted
significant sales growth year on year and an increase in market share for Kemper System and our wide
range of roofing and surfacing products. “Our move to new premises is part of a strategic programme
to target further expansion and our new UK headquarters provides us with extra space to satisfy the
increasing demand from our customers and future-proof our accommodation.” For more information
visit www.kempersystem.co.uk.
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Time is Money, Convenience is King, Size does Matter!
Get your food, drink and materials in one place - thanks to Big Phil.
Developed in conjunction with tradesmen Big Phil is a fantastic new
brand that delivers man-sized ‘made-for-trade’ snacks and energy-
boosting drinks to keep you fuelled up during the busy working day.
Big Phil products are supplied in trade-sized packs for a satisfying
‘big fill’. The range consists of:

n Crisp ‘Bulk Bags’ in 4 flavours: ready salted, cheese & onion,
salt & vinegar, chargrilled steak

n Chocolate ‘Breeze Blocks’ in 3 flavours: milk chocolate, milk
chocolate with caramel, milk chocolate with hazelnut

n Carbonated ‘Energy Cell’ drink in mixed fruit flavour
Available exclusively through trade outlets nationwide you can fuel up
as you collect your materials for the day’s job. Look out for the
striking Big Phil vending solutions in your local branch. To keep things
simple everything in the range is just £1. And you can ‘try before you
buy’ with the FREE Big Phil sample bag that’s available from trade-
related shows such as Toolfair throughout 2014. Keen to support
good causes, Big Phil has joined forces with Help for Heroes to raise
money for injured servicemen and women, donating a minimum of 1p
from the price of each Big Phil product. For more information, visit

www.bigphil.com or email alrightmate@bigphil.com. Enquiry 36

Solar Solution is Storming
Success on Damaged Roof

The flat roof on Linn Products’ main office
building in Glasgow had been left badly
damaged by heavy storms, creating two
problems: a leaking roof and the loss of the
photovoltaic (PV) system. The remedial work
had to be completed to fixed insurance
deadlines, and Linn wanted to maximise their
roof with an upgraded solar solution of the
highest quality. Bauder’s state-of-the-art PV
system, SOLfixx, successfully fulfilled this
requirement. Due to the building’s exposed
location, robust wind uplift calculations were
performed. The original single ply waterproofing
was overlaid with 2,500m² of Bauder’s
Thermofol PVC system, which possesses high
tensile strength and is resilient to the elements.
Bauder-approved contractor, W G Walker & Co
then fitted the SOLfixx system using a unique
interlocking method that doesn’t penetrate the
waterproofing or roof deck. Any slight movement
from wind uplift is easily tolerated by the SOLfixx
system, providing long-term reassurance.
The 166 module PV array was set at a 10o angle
for optimum annual energy production of 38.67
MH and savings of 20 tonnes CO2. Simplicity of
installation meant the entire array was fitted in
just two days, meeting the client’s deadline.
Project specifier, Ramsay McMichael Consulting
was delighted with the final result. For more
information visit Enquiry 43

Roofers Need to Wear the Correct Workwear
The 40th anniversary of the Health and Safety at Work Act
has highlighted the dramatic reduction in workplace injuries
and ill health over the last 40 years. Working at height,
roofers in particular, need to be highly protected, against
extremes of temperature, falling objects and abrasive
surfaces. Minimising the risks includes the provision of top-
to-toe personal protection. Dickies are world-renowned for
safety clothing, protective workwear and personal protective
equipment (PPE). The PPE range includes:  showa gloves,
gel knee pads, goggles, safety helmets, bump caps, a range
of safety spectacles, ear defenders and ear plugs, visor kits,
respirators and the safety footwear range. Working at height
you need footwear fit for the job, which will provide good
footing, protection and possess excellent anti-slip properties. Safety footwear standard EN345 has
been superseded by EN ISO 20345 with which the whole Dickies footwear range complies. Dickies has
introduced 14 new styles of safety footwear and improved a further six styles for 2014. And, although
your work clothes are very important to your safety and health, your comfort is also vital. Dickies wear
test new products on the tradesman they are designing for to ensure this.  For more information on
Dickies, visit www.dickieworkwear.com. Enquiry 44
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New Sales Executive for Jet Cox
Jet Cox now under the direction of General Manager, Martin Revie
is expanding the Sales Force. Richard McCarthy joins as Sales
Executive; he will offer sales and technical advice on the extensive
range of Coxdome roof lights.   He will be supporting the
expanding network of Jet Cox distributors and stockists in North
London, Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk and Northampton regions.
Richard brings a wealth of merchant and distribution experience
to the Jet Cox team as they continue to expand their field support
coverage throughout the UK.  For further information call Jet Cox
on 0121 530 4230, email mrevie@jet-cox.co.uk or visit www.jet-
cox.co.uk.

Enquiry 26

New Sales Director is King at Plytech

Marc King joins Plytech UK Ltd as Sales Director bringing 10 years
sales, marketing and senior management experience supplying the
merchant sector. Marc is looking forward to expanding sales of
Plytech’s top selling Quicktrim product; growing the nationwide
market for the competitive Rubberall EPDM brand and to
launching an exciting new range of waterproofing membranes from
Pazkar, which Plytech have recently secured exclusive UK
distribution rights to. For further information regarding Plytech's
range contact Marc at:- sales@plytech.co.uk, www.plytech.co.uk or
call 0845 421 0562.

Enquiry 42

New Appointment to Take Seat in Director’s Chair at Simpson
Simpson Strong-Tie is pleased to announce the appointment of Jon Head to the newly created role of Sales
Director, in the Connectors UK division of the business. No stranger to the construction industry, prior to
his most recent internal appointment, Jon spent a number of years as a Regional Manager for Simpson
Strong-Tie, helping Builders merchants in the South West of England grow sales of building connectors.
More recently, as Head of the Engineered Products Division, he has overseen the development innovations
for the new homes sector as well as enhanced the service levels to distributors and manufacturers involved
in new home construction. Jon's new role as Sales Director - Connectors, allows him to bring all of his
experience to bear on the new build as well as therenovation, maintenance and improvement (RMI) sectors.
Jon said: "The service requirements and product ranges applicable to the engineered product and RMI
sectors are quite distinct, however I am looking forward to the taking the best practices from each and
seeing how they can be applied". For further information regarding Simpson Strong Tie’s products visit
www.strongtie.co.uk or email csanders@strongtie.co.uk

Enquiry 59

Triflex Welcomes New Business Development Manager 
Triflex has appointed Gary Popple as their new Business Development Manager
within their Roofing, Walkway, Balcony and Terrace Strategic Business Unit.  Mark
Saxton, Sales and Marketing Director of Triflex UK commented: “I am delighted to
have the opportunity to work with Gary given both his technical expertise and
knowledge of the Roofing sector. Gary joins Triflex at an important stage in our
evolution as Europe’s leading manufacturer and supplier of cold, liquid applied
systems for waterproofing, surfacing and protection solutions” Gary will be
responsible for North-East and Yorkshire Region, and has worked within the UK
roofing sector for more than 20 years. He brings a wealth of experience and
industry wide knowledge to Triflex, specifically in relation to cold, liquid applied
seamless waterproofing solutions. Gary commented: “I am thrilled to have the
opportunity to join Triflex and to work with such a progressive team of people. Their
cold, liquid applied product and system offering continues to evolve and strengthen
behind an ongoing commitment to research and development in Germany and I am
looking forward to working with the team in positioning the brand at the forefront
of the roofing industry in the UK.”
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IKO launch RIBA Approved Mastic Asphalt CPD
Mastic Asphalt is one of the toughest and most
durable waterproofing materials available to
specifiers, combining excellent fire performance
and versatility with carbon zero status. IKO PLC has
now developed a new Mastic Asphalt CPD
presentation to demonstrate the inherent qualities
and breadth of application of this product. This
RIBA Approved presentation introduces Mastic
Asphalt as a perfect solution for many of today’s
construction and engineering design challenges. It
includes full details of roofing, paving, flooring,
tanking and highways applications, and also
features typical design considerations, technical
details and a number of project examples. The
overall aim of the CPD is to stimulate thought as to
how Mastic Asphalt might be specified on forthcoming structural waterproofing projects.  For
more information and to book a CPD contact sarah.rimmer@ikogroup.co.uk or call
01257 256091.

A Brighter Future for the
Construction Industry

The construction industry is feeling good about the
future, with more than 80% of respondents in a
survey conducted by Construction Enquirer and the
Build Show reporting a positive outlook for their
business over the next 18 months. The
overwhelming majority of respondents felt that
business would pick up over the coming months,
with a further 16% expecting conditions to remain
the same.  Only 2% of the nearly 2,000 contractors,
architects, housebuilders, developers, suppliers and
plant hirers responding felt that business conditions
are likely to worsen. The availability of skilled
workers was identified as the biggest threat, by 44%
of respondents.  Just over 47% of the people
surveyed thought that clearer routes into the
construction industry were needed, with a greater
emphasis on formal training and qualifications. A
further 28% pointed to the need for increased
financial support for businesses in order to provide
apprenticeships, while 24% of respondents
suggested that a greater focus on hands-on training
and work experience was needed.  Paul Godwin,
Managing Director of the Build Show commented:
“This is a really interesting set of results. “Training
is very much at the heart of the Build Show’s
seminar programme and we will be providing a great
deal of information, advice and networking
opportunities to help connect businesses with the
right labour and training support to keep them
moving forwards.” For more information
please visit www.buildshow.co.uk.

Tapered Roof Insulation Made Easy
with Ecotherm

Creating a fall to a flat roof can be a costly and time
consuming process, but is absolutely necessary to
ensure the designed lifetime of a roof is met.  Correct
water channelling and drainage reduces the risk of
ponding which can lead to premature failures in a roof
waterproofing system and increased structural
loading.  EcoTherm tapered roof insulation boards
create falls and insulate at the same time.  They
eliminate the requirement for a structural roof fall
saving both time and money.  They also allow for easy
design and installation of projects requiring complex
fall configurations. These newly rebranded rigid
insulation boards are available in a range of fall
gradients and thicknesses.  Standard falls are 1:60
and 1:80 and bespoke falls available on request.  Also
available in single layer thicknesses from 30 mm –
150 mm, with greater thicknesses supplied factory
bonded. EcoTherm’s tapered range comprises the
following products: lEcoTherm Taper-Fix - suitable
for single ply mechanically fixed applications. l

EcoTherm Taper-Bond – suitable for single-ply
adhered applications. l EcoTherm Taper-Torch -
suitable for torch-on felt, roll-and-pour felt and mastic
asphalt applications. EcoTherm tapered solutions
also include superior, factory cut pre-mitred hips and
valleys, helping to keep installation time, cost and site
waste to a minimum.  Full product information and
literature at: www.ecotherm.co.uk. Or call 01702
520166, or email:
technical@ecotherm.co.uk.

Green Roof Education
for the Next Generation

"Four Friends find a New Home" - is
the title of a recently published
children's book by Optigreen. Lilly
the butterfly, Marie the ladybird,
Tom the snail and Nils the
grasshopper have a happy life in a
flowering meadow. But one day,
their living space is destroyed and
they have to search for a new
home... The book is about a group
of animals that are driven out of
their habitat due to construction
work and have to start looking for
somewhere else to live. After
wandering around they end up in a
seemingly inhospitable city where
they find unexpected shelter and a
new home. This delightful picture
book is not only meant for children
but young at heart adults.  For your
free copy or for more information on
Optigreen’s green roof products and
services please email
info@optigreen.co.uk and visit
www.optigreen.co.uk.
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Cheaper Refuelling Simplified for
the Public Sector 

The Fuel Card Group has signed a Framework
Agreement with the Crown Commercial Service
(CCS), making it easy for public sector vehicles to
access cut-price fuel. The Agreement, RM1027 –
Fuel Cards and Associated Services, covers all Group
brands including The Fuelcard People, Fuel Card
Services and MileageCount. It greatly simplifies the
procurement of diesel and petrol, and helps to avoid
the £2 transaction fees imposed upon public sector
customers by other suppliers. Steve Clarke,
marketing manager for The Fuel Card Group, said:
“This enabling agreement simplifies the public
sector procurement process, because the CCS has
established pre-agreed terms and conditions for
individual contracts. Anybody in the public sector
running vehicles can now arrange fuel cards within
minutes. Whichever fuel card they choose they can
save up to 4p per litre for both diesel and petrol with
no additional fees.”  The Framework Agreement can
be used by organisations across the UK public sector
including central government, local government,
health, education, devolved administrations,
emergency services, defence and not-for-profit
organisations. The Agreement is fully EU compliant,
saving customers the time and money associated
with conducting their own procurement exercise.
Suppliers are carefully evaluated during the tender
process and pre-agreed terms and conditions offer
customers sound contractual safeguards.
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Pasquill Helps Affordable Houses Be First to Achieve Passivhaus
Standard
Pasquill has supplied floor cassettes, ceiling cassettes,
roof trusses and spandrel panels on a East London
development believed to be the UK’s first large-scale all
affordable housing scheme built to Passivhaus standards.
The UK’s largest supplier of roof trusses was selected by
Climate Energy Homes, working with Circle Housing Group
to create 51 new Passivhaus compliant homes at
Rainham. The project, located on a 1.15ha brownfield site,
has the aim of reducing social tenants’ heating and hot
water costs by up to 80% each year. The scheme has seen
Pasquill provide floor cassettes and ceiling cassettes as
part of the ‘ecoTECH’ build system, which is based on factory built closed timber frames supplied
to site complete with breather membranes, insulation and plasterboard, back boxes and conduits
with Secured by Design windows and doors all pre-installed in the factory to ensure air tightness.
Pasquill supplied cassettes featuring Posi-JoistsTM and others featuring engineered timber I-
Joists. Part of the challenge of the design input required from the company was to ensure the
correct integration of services: ensuring that floor joists do not clash with the location of services
within the enclosed system. Pasquill was also required to insulate cassettes partially, and
incorporate barrier systems to ensure air tightness is maintained. For more
information visit www.pasquill.co.uk. Enquiry 51
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One-Stop-Shop for Tradesmen
with Trade Direct Insurance

Online
For the self-
e m p l o y e d
t r a d e s m a n ,
operating in
today’s highly
c o m p e t i t i v e
c o n s t r u c t i o n
industry, there’s
more than
enough to do in
a day just trying
to keep up with
the workload.
But add to this
finding the best
deal for insuring
the van, equipment and covering public
liability, then the idea of a super-fast website -
where it can all be sourced in parallel -
becomes an appealing proposition. Trade
Direct Insurance has been offering quality
policies from household names such as Zurich,
Aviva and Axa for over 30 years: reaching a
clientbase of 40,000 building professionals. In
Google top spot
www.tradedirectinsurance.co.uk opens rapidly
with clear and concise categories that require
just a quick glance, before picking the relevant
section.  These headings include tradesman
liability and van insurance – while a small box
in the top right hand corner facilitate easy
access to stored policies and other documents,
making a claim or saved quotes.  For those that
prefer to speak to an adviser a phone number is
also clearly displayed. A homepage banner
offers sections on liability products for specific
trades ranging from dry-lining contractors to
plasterers, plumbers and shop-fitters – all
making it easy for the customer to find their
exact requirements. For further information call
01483 521650, email
enquiries@tradedirectinsurance.co.uk  or visit
www.tradedirectinsurance.co.uk. Enquiry 56

New Short Form of
Subcontract Launched 

C o n s t r u c t i o n
I n d u s t r y
P u b l i c a t i o n s
(CIP) has
launched a
revised version of
its popular Short
Form of
S u b c o n t r a c t .
Written in a
simple easy to
u n d e r s t a n d
format, the Short
Form of
Subcontract is
designed for use
with most
standard forms of main contract including
JCT. It’s primarily aimed at commonly
incurred small scale sub-contract works of a
straightforward nature. It comes in an easy
tear off pad, available with either 6 or 10
copies of the Short Form of Subcontract, and
very helpful guidance notes. The Short Form
of Subcontract sets out all terms governing
the agreement between the main contractor
and sub-contractor. It has two sections, the
first needs to be completed with specific
information. The second contains the
contract conditions which do not require any
additions. Importantly payment provisions
have been drafted as simply as possible to
comply with the Construction Act, as
subsequently amended. 
Copies can be purchased from Construction
Industry Publications for £55.00 + vat for the
six pad and £88.00 for the pad of 10
contracts, via the website www.cip-
books.com or by calling 0870 078 4400, or
emailing sales@cip-books.com. CIP are
offering a 10% discount off the
contacts for a limited period. Enquiry 52

Alternative Provision Academy Adopts Coxdome Enlightenment
One of the first Alternative Provision Academies, set up to offer fresh educational opportunities not
available through mainstream schools, has undergone substantial refurbishment featuring the

installation of rooflights and barrel vaults from Jet Cox. The project at the
Links AP Academy in St Albans, Hertfordshire, which was successfully
completed by York-based T.A. Roofing, involved the removal of leaking
and thermally inefficient rooflights; replacing them with 23 triple skin
polycarbonate units from the Coxdome Trade Range. Several of these
rooflights featured either trickle ventilation or Vent Axia extract ventilation
units. Teaching and circulation areas benefitted from the installation of 7
triple skin Jet Cox Barrel Vaults up to 10 metres in length; admitting
ample natural daylight to encourage a feeling of well-being as well as
cutting down on electricity usage. 
The Jet Cox Barrel Vault is a self-supporting structure, which can span up
to 7m and is custom made.  Glazing options range from four-wall,
multiwall polycarbonate to quadruple skin solid polycarbonate. Supplied
as a kit, the low loads imposed ensure existing roof structures do not
require strengthening. Coxdome also offers a choice of upstands or kerbs
in impact-resistant U-PVC to simplify installation for roofers and general
builders; while they also contribute to improved thermal performance.
For further information call 0121 530 4230 , email mrevie@jet-cox.co.uk
or visit www.jet-cox.co.uk. Enquiry 53

SSQ Slate Roofing Provides a New Hope
Helping to achieve an unrivalled aesthetic whilst also meeting heritage requirements, SSQ Slate has
provided its exclusive Del Carmen Ultra slate to the new Hope House building at the Royal High School,
Bath – part of the Cranwell House expansion project. Due to strict conservation requirements, a roofing
material was needed which would meet planning standards. As a heritage accepted slate, SSQ’s Del
Carmen Ultra was ideal, being commonly accepted as a viable alternative to indigenous slates. Equally
important to the prestigious Hope House project
was a need to ensure a uniform aesthetic
appearance that would minimise the visual impact
of the new building, particularly against adjacent
listed Victorian building, Cranwell House. The
consistent cleavage of the Del Carmen rock allowed
this uniformity to be achieved.  Richard Puleston,
Architect from Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios said:
“SSQ’s Del Carmen Ultra slate offered a variety of
benefits that made it well suited to this project –
meeting planning requirements and cost factors.”
Rob Young, Director of Young’s Roofing Limited
said: “Using 100mm hooks to fix the bottom row of
slates in place, we found SSQ’s Del Carmen very
easy to work with. The end result looks great.” To
find out more visit www.ssqgroup.com.
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Alumasc Provides Timely Rainwater Solution for Royal Liverpool Clubhouse

Alumasc Rainwater has provided a beautiful bespoke Rainwater
System to the Royal Liverpool Golf Club in Hoylake – just a few
weeks prior to the 2014 Open Championship. Founded in 1869,
The Royal Liverpool Golf Club is one of the most prestigious
sporting venues in the UK and 2014 was the 12th year in which it
has hosted the Open. As part of key preparations for the world-
famous tournament, the rainwater system on the Clubhouse was in
need of some refurbishment, but works had to be carried out within
a tight timeframe of 8 weeks in order for it to be completed in time
for the competition. Alumasc’s Pre-Painted Cast Iron system was
chosen for themassive savings it offers by cancelling out the need
for having to paint several coats on site. The specification of a
painted factory finish, completely removedthe need for post-
installation paintwork, saving the Golf Club around 60% on
installation time, and 30% on cost. Furber Roofing installed
approximately 100 linear metres of Alumasc’s painted Cast Iron
Rainwater around all elevations of the Clubhouse, and in order to
ensure a result that remained sympathetic to the heritage of the
stunning Victorian building, Alumasc manufactured
bespokeHolderbats which were colour and design matched to
existing products. Furber Roofing and Alumasc made initial site
visits to ascertain the best specification. Phil Parker, Head

Surveyor at Furber Roofing, said:
“It was crucial that Alumasc was
able to supply the guttering and
downpipes pre-painted on this
very tight-deadline project. Had it
not been for the time-savings
made on site, the installation
would not have been possible in
such a short time. The result is a
very well-presented clubhouse
which looked great in time for the
prestigious Open Championship.”
Pete Wainer, Area Sales Manager
Alumasc Rainwater & Drainage,
commented: “It was great to work
on such a high-profile installation,
especially knowing that the Open
would soon he held there.  By
working closely together and
combining factory finish and
bespoke products, Alumasc and
Furber Roofing were able to
provide the Clubhouse with a
rainwater solution which met both
the tight timescale and the need
for quality products.” Alumasc’s
pre-painted cast iron range boasts
a highly durable four-coat factory
finish available in eight standard
heritage colours.  Lasting up to
seven years before re-painting is
required, all products carry
Alumasc’s certified paint mark to
confirm the four-coat system,
giving reassurance that the range
is fully protected against the
elements. 
For more information visit
www.alumascrainwater.co.uk or
for literature, please call 0808
100 2008.
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Events for the roofing industry 

12-14 September 2014

Screwfix LIVE 2014
ScrewfixanditssupplierstradeexhibitionfortradeandDIYers.
Demonstrations,competitions,andspecialon-standoffers.Free
Entry
EventCity,Manchesterhttp://screwfixlive.com/

7-8 October 2014

Timber Expo
Buyers&SpecifiersForum,seminarprogramme
2013:4,611visitors,110exhibitors
NECBirminghamhttp://timber-expo.co.uk/

14-16 October 2014

Solar Energy UK
IncludesInstallerCentral,SolarBusinessSeminarprogramme,
large-scalesolar
2013:2,424visitors,80exhibitors
NEC,Birminghamhttp://uk.solarenergyevents.com/

5-6 November 2014

FutureBuild 2014
Inauguralconferenceonlegal,political,practicalandfinancial
issuesaffectingsustainablehousing,renewableenergyand
communityenergyschemes.
SheffieldCityHall,Sheffieldhttp://www.futurebuild.eu/

7-9 November 2014

Northern Homebuilding and Renovating Show
Homebuildingandself-build.Products,methods,debate
Dailyseminars,demonstrationsandproductfeatures.
HarrogateInternationalCentre,Harrogate
www.homebuilding.co.uk/events/northern-homebuilding

13-15 November 2014

The Skills Show 2014
UK’slargestskills&careersevent.NFRCYoungRoofers
CompetitionFinals.Roofingskills,apprenticeshipand
demonstrations.
2013:80,000visitors
NEC,Birminghamwww.theskillsshow.com

3-5 March 2015

Ecobuild
Thebiggestsustainableconstructiontradeshow.
Prominentpolicydebate,seminarprogramme,live
demonstrations.
2014:44,538visitors,1003exhibitors
ExcelCentre,Londonwww.ecobuild.co.uk

28-30 April 2015

The Natural Stone Show
ShowcaseeventforUKstoneindustry.
Architecture,conservation,design.
2013:5,600visitors,220exhibitors
ExcelCentre,Londonwww.stoneshow.co.uk

28-30 April 2015

The Build Show
NewShowaimedatbuilders,contractors,housebuilders,
merchantsandconstructionprofessionals.Includes
comprehensiveseminarprogramme,informationandguidance,
policy&legislation,health&safety,regulationsandCPD.
NEC,Birminghamhttp://www.buildshow.co.uk/

DiaryIcopal Decra Tiles Seal in Warmth to ‘Glamping’
Cabins
Icopal’s award-winning Decra
roofing product has been used
to solve a unique roofing
challenge on wooden camping
arches at Holme Pierrepont
Country Park, the home of the
National Water Sports Centre,
Nottinghamshire. Decra was
selected for its robust, yet
lightweight capabilities. Built
entirely of FSC or PEFC
certified timber, and clad in slow-grown Scandinavian Redwood, these
transportable buildings are the latest addition to the Camping Cabins™
range, providing a quirky and unique alternative to camping under
canvas.  Each 10m2cabin roof needed a protective and durable covering
that could accommodate the unique curved design, yet was quick and
easy to install. The load of the roof needed to be considered to ensure
transportability. Icopal’s Decra Oberon was the ideal solution.  As the
tiles are produced in large format, a speedy installation with fewer fixings
than a traditional slate roofing or roof shingles could be achieved without
compromising on strength or security. Gareth Parkinson of Camping
Cabins™ said: “Out of all the manufacturers I researched, Decra perfectly
fitted our requirements. Its robust and durable qualities ensure
protection, whilst the large format made them very easy and quick to
install. In all, 10 cabins were tiled in 3 weeks. For more information on
Icopal, please visit www.icopal.co.uk.
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Sterling OSB – Perfect as a Roofing Panel
Sterling OSB (oriented strand
board) is perfect for roofing
projects. Increasingly, builders are
substituting plywood for Sterling
OSB; it’s more cost-effective,
environmentally-efficient and highly
versatile with many variations
depending on the application.
Tough, consistent and great value,
Sterling Roofdek (pictured) is a
sanded, tongued and grooved board
designed specifically for flat roof

decking and pitched roofs.  The sanded surface enables excellent
adhesion for glues, self-adhesive felts and bitumen and, with the T&G
profile of the board preventing the boards moving, the felts will last longer.
SterlingOSB is a multi-layered timber product but instead of being made
from alternate sheets of veneer placed at 90 degrees to each other, like
plywood, it is made from layering strands of wood in specific orientations
and then bonding the layers with a resin.  Norbord, one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of engineered wood-based panels, now produces
eight types of Sterling OSB – SterlingOSB2, Sterling OSB3, SterlingOSB
T&G, SterlingOSB – Conti, SterlingOSB Roofdek, SterlingOSB Sitecoat and
a range of three new SterlingOSB fire solutions.  Each has been developed
for specific applications. For further information on Norbord,
please call 01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk. Enquiry 41

Right Place, Right Time for Flexim Roof Putty in
UK Housebuilding
A recent review of NHBC claims
has highlighted continuing
concerns over the effectiveness
of mortar bonded ridge tiles,
with approximately 60% of all
NHBC claims related to pitched
roofs and mortar issues. This
accounts for over £10million of
NHBC’s annual claims spend,
with the cost to the industry
even higher. NHBC guidance
recommended mechanically fixing ridge tiles as well as that mortar
bonded verges are bedded and pointed immediately. However an
innovative, award-winning alternative from iBuilding Products Ltd could
well be the perfect solution. Flexim Roof Putty is a ready-to-use, flexible,
lightweight, storm-proof roof putty, designed specifically for use in the
housebuilding market. Its impressive versatility means it can be used on
everything from bonding ridge caps and hip tiles, to adhering tiles and tile
pieces to valleys and roof windows. With so many applications, Flexim
Roof Putty was recognised at Roofex 2013 as the ‘Most Innovative
Product’. Supplied in ready-to-use strips, Flexim Roof Putty is easy to
install and is instantly waterproof. It is up to 50% cheaper to install than
conventional mortars. The lightweight strips are easy to transport onto the
roof, and have been tested and certified by the BBA and meet NHBC
standards. Available in black, red, grey, light brown and dark brown, for
more information visit www.fleximroofputty.com. Enquiry 63

The Build Show Makes Way for
Marmox

The industry’s only dedicated trade exhibition for
builders and contractors, the Build Show, is
pleased to announce that Marmox (UK) Ltd will be
exhibiting at next year’s inaugural event. The
manufacturer of specialist insulation and
waterproofing building products has taken a stand
at the Birmingham NEC and will be showcasing its
range of products. Marmox will exhibit
Thermoblock, its revolutionary load-bearing
insulation block that significantly reduces thermal
bridging at the wall-floor junction, and its renowned
Multiboard, perfect for waterproofing, insulating
and drylining walls, floors and ceilings. Grant Terry,
Head of Brand Development at Marmox,
commented: “The Build Show is a great opportunity
for us to reach our target audience and to network
with professionals at all levels.” Paul Godwin, MD of
the Build Show, said: “Adding Marmox to the line
up is fantastic news, we are seeing a real increase
in bookings from exhibitors and spaces are filling
up fast. Marmox is a widely recognised
manufacturer supplying quality products and is
exactly the type of exhibitor we want at next year’s
show.” The Build Show takes place at Birmingham
NEC next year providing a wealth of business
development and networking opportunities. For
more information visit www.buildshow.co.uk. For
more information about Marmox please visit
www.marmox.co.uk. 

Free BS5534 Training for NFRC Members
Klober Technical Manager Graham Copson has become an official
trainer as part of the NFRC "train the trainer" initiative for BS5534:2014.
The updated Code of Practice for slating and tiling is considered by the
NFRC to be one of the industry’s most important in many years, not least
because over 15% of complaints to the NHBC are roofing-related.
They are making clear that members must undertake such training and
have enlisted the active participation of Associate manufacturer
members to ensure roofers’ work is fully compliant. 
Klober courses, which will take place at its Castle Donington HQ close to
junction 23A of the M1, are FREE to NFRC members and will include a
copy of the Standard. Courses run from 9.30 – 3.30 with free lunch and
can cater for a maximum of 12 people. The first three dates are 
l Thursday 25th September l Thursday 23rd October l Thursday 20th November
For those unable to meet the early start Klober also has a subsidised bed, breakfast and evening
meal rate of £75 with a local hotel. To book places either call Ann Leeson or Tom Marshall on
01332 813050 or e-mail info@klober.co.uk with the header BS5534 training.

Approved Document L1A for Wales
As of 31 July 2014, the Welsh Approved Document L1A (Conservation of
fuel and power in new dwellings) came into effect – the first version of its
kind for use solely in Wales.  Previously Welsh and English Regulations
have been combined. However the publication of this document brings
notable differences that housebuilders and developers will need to be
aware of.  Knauf Insulation is in a position to not only recommend
practical guidance to specifiers, but also offer high performing, quality
product solutions that comply.Approved Document L1A 2013 for Wales
targets an 8% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions from new dwellings,
rather than the 6% reduction in the English Regulations.  As a result, the

below comparison table sets out the minimum acceptable fabric performances: 

For cost-effective, practical solutions that meet Part L1A England and Wales housebuilders should
speak to Knauf Insulation’s Business Development team for full guidance and for technical support
please contact 01744 766666 and technical.uk@knaufinsulation.com or use the company’s
comprehensive Part L 2013 guide. For more information please visit www.knaufinsulation.co.uk.

Jewson Named as Finalist
in Finance for the Future

Awards 2014

Jewson has been shortlisted as a finalist
for the 2014 Finance for the Future
Awards in the Innovative New Idea
category. The awards, which recognise
the role of finance in creating sustainable
business models and economies, will be
judged on 5th September 2014.  The
winner will be announced at the awards
ceremony in London on the 14th October
2014.“We are delighted to have been
shortlisted by the Finance for the Future
Awards 2014 in the Innovative New Idea
category,” commented Rod Leigh,
Sustainability Director at Jewson.
“Through our high levels of recycling and
our innovative energy from waste
initiative we are proud to be raising the
bar for the construction
industry.”Michael Izza, ICAEW’s Chief
Executive, said: “We have gone beyond
the stage where small changes and
adjustments can solve anything; we need
instead a much bigger, transformative
vision to re-think how we do business. We
believe that the involvement and
leadership of the finance function is
essential if we are to achieve the goal of
a sustainable world. These awards
recognise those organisations that are
leading the way.” For more information,
visit www.financeforthefuture.co.uk.
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Element ADL1A Wales ADL1A England

External walls 0.21 W/m2K 0.30 W/m2K

Party walls 0.20 W/m2K 0.20 W/m2K

Floor 0.18 W/m2K 0.25 W/m2K

Roof 0.15 W/m2K 0.20 W/m2K

Windows, roof windows, glazed roof lights, 

curtain walling & doors

1.60 W/m2K 2.00 W/m2K

Air permeability 10 m3/h.m2@ 50 Pa 10 m3/h.m2@ 50 Pa

Enquiry 61

Sealant Classics Get a Make Over

The Geocel Trade Mate range contains some of the
most popular and trusted sealants for professional
tradesmen. Now the range has been given a
makeover, with new packaging that makes it easy
to chose the right product for the job every time.
Geocel has formulated the Trade Mates range of
sealants and adhesives specifically for the
professional tradesman, with a product for almost
any roofing, decorating, glazing or plumbing
application.  The range has been updated with
smart new packaging and point of sale material to
make selection easier. Clear symbols make it easy
to spot which products can be used where and the
new packaging illustrates each product’s key
properties - overpaintability, permanent flexibility,
and acoustic rating for instance. Since its launch in
the 1980s, the Trade Mate range has become the
most comprehensive on the market with a product
suitable for common building jobs: perfect to keep
in the back of the van. Each of the sixteen Geocel
Trade Mate sealants, adhesives and sundries is
formulated to be the reliable, trouble-free choice
for tradesmen and includes products for common
roofing, decorating, glazing and plumbing jobs.
The range is available from reputable merchants
throughout the UK and users can find their nearest
stockist at www.geocel.co.uk or by calling 01752
334350.

Enquiry 37

Redland Customers Strike Gold

In August two lucky Redland customers won £1000
each after entering the Rosemary 175 competition
celebrating 175 years of the iconic clay tile. Andy
Lomax from Lomax Roofing Ltd found one of the
specially printed Redland tiles. This entitled him
and the merchant who supplied the pallet, Andrew
Bentley from Earnest Bentley, to two crates of
London Pride beer each which were delivered by
their Redland Area Account Manager, Steve Webb.
They were then both entered into a prize draw to
win a weekend away in London or £1000 cash prize
equivalent.  On winning, Andy Lomax told Steve
Webb: “I've worked with Redland products for
years, they're a great company and I'm over the
moon to have won. I'm going to opt for the case
prize and put it towards my next holiday." Keith
Teasdale, Store Manager at Earnest Bentley,
added: "Redland are an excellent company and
we’ve had a great relationship over the years. We're
really pleased to have won the Rosemary 175
competition and we'll be dividing the money
between all of us." Redland celebrated the 175th
birthday of its Great British Rosemary clay tile
alongside the launch of the latest tile in the
Rosemary range, the Craftsman with the
competition. The full range of Redland products can
be viewed at www.redland.co.uk.  Enquiry 39
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http://www.futurebuild.eu/
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